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ABSTRACT 

Resource extraction activities have significantly impacted soil quality and health. In order 

to protect human health, many studies have been conducted to determine whether crops 

accumulate contaminants of concern, particularly arsenic and heavy metals. However, the 

accumulation patterns of some crops have not been thoroughly characterized. Currently, 

culturally relevant crops like the sesame, arugula and corchorus have received little attention. 

Arsenic and heavy metals are well reported near mining and other resource extraction activities. 

These metal(loid)s accumulate in soils, degrade water bodies, and can be absorbed by crops 

posing a risk to human health.   

A controlled greenhouse study with four soil treatments was conducted to determine the 

uptake pattern of arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg), nickel (Ni) and zinc (Zn) 

in arugula, corchorus, and sesame. The soil treatments included: T1 (0%), T2 (25%), T3 (50%), 

and T4 (75%) of mine tailings waste mixed with garden soil. The concentrations of As, Cd, Hg, 

Ni, Pb and Zn varied from 4.7 -1,500, 0.2 - 6.4, 0.04- 8.6, 4.6 - 7.5, 19 – 1,400, and 73.3 – 2,150 

μg g-1 respectively.  The mine tailing waste used was from the Iron King Mine and Humboldt 

Smelter (IKMHSS), an abandoned legacy site located in Yavapai County, Arizona, United 

States. These plants were selected due to their popularity, cultural relevance, and monetary 

value. A follow-up study using arugula and the sunflower was conducted to determine whether 

intercropping could serve as a form of phyto-protection.  

In the initial study, As, Pb, and Hg were translocated throughout the Sesame plant. 

Bioconcentration factors (BCF) were determined and showed that As, Pb and Hg uptake 

decreased in the order of: roots > seeds > leaves > pods >stems. The seeds of sesame showed an 

elevated accumulation of Cd, Ni and Zn The edible portions of arugula and corchorus were 
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investigated for their storage capacities of As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn. Arugula hyperaccumulated Cd 

(BCF were greater than 1) in T1, - T3 and corchorus hyperaccumulated Cd in T3 only.  

The three crops showed increasing mean values of all metal(loids) as the percentage of 

mine tailings increase. Second, we compared these results to: 1) Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations/World Health Organization’s Codex Alimentarius 

International Food Standards (which is a program that provides general guidance and a set of non-

enforceable reference values for certain contaminants and toxins in food (Codex, 2018); and 2) the 

US Food and Drug Administration Market study, which is a program that monitors the 

contaminants and nutrients in the average US diet (USFDA, 2018). All sesame, corchorus, and 

arugula plants grown in all treatments exceeded both the Codex reference standards and US Food 

and Drug Administration Market study reported values. 

Due to the noteworthy accumulation of As and heavy metals in the selected plants, a 

phyto-protection strategy was conducted and the intercropping of arugula and the sunflower 

plants was examined. The sunflower was used to determine whether it had the capability to 

protect arugula when they are intercropped (grown together). The results showed that the 

sunflower absorbed more Zn than the arugula, but no statistically significant difference was 

observed for As, Cd, Pb and Zn in the arugula tissues intercropped with sunflower. However, 

there was a decrease of As, Cd, Pb and Zn concentrations in the sunflower roots when grown 

with arugula, which may be associated with intercropping with arugula. Additionally, sunflower 

hyperaccumulated Ni while arugula hyperaccumulated both Zn and Cd. Interestingly, the 

concentration of Ni increased in both the sunflower and arugula when intercropped.   

The findings of this study indicated that sesame, corchorus, and arugula plants can take 

up As and heavy metals in soils mixed with mine tailings and are able to translocate these 
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contaminants to the edible portions of the plant. This study indicates that more precaution should 

be taken when growing these plants near metal contaminated sites. Lastly, based on this study 

reported here, intercropping may be able to protect crops from some metals only. More research 

is needed to determine whether intercropping may serve as a form of public health intervention 

or other methods should be practiced to protect crops.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Dissertation format  

This research is presented as following sections: the statement of the problem, literature 

review, a summary of the findings (Present Study), and Appendices A, B, and C. The major 

findings of this research are presented in the summary section of the “Present Study” chapter. 

The coauthors are listed on the title page of each appendix. The author (Tawfiq Alfaifi) 

completed all data collection, fieldwork, sample processing, statistical analyses, and writing of 

this dissertation. Dr. Mónica Ramírez-Andreotta made significant contributions to the project 

development, fieldwork, analyses, and writing. Dr. Robert Root contributed to the greenhouse 

preparation and conducted the Synchrotron micro x-ray fluorescence analysis (Appendix A). 

The statement of the problem  

Mining activities produce contamination that may impact the nearby environments.  

These contaminants include are mercury (Hg) (0.46–1920 mg kg-1) (Ogola J et al., 2000), arsenic 

(As) and lead (Pb) (> 3000 mg kg−1 each) (Soli-Dominguez et al., 2012). Arsenic and these 

heavy metals are released from the mining activities and transported via wind and water erosion 

to neighboring areas, such as agricultural areas. Contaminated particulate matter is transported 

by air due to its light weight (Leung et al., 2008), metals may move by water in aquatic systems, 

be absorbed by aquatic plants and animals (Begum et al., 2009), and they can migrate through 

soil from site to another (Camobreco et al., 1996). 

These contaminants have reach agricultural soils and therefore, crops may end up 

accumulating these As and heavy metals. Well famous vegetables such as okra, corchorus, 

arugula, lentil, and sesame might serve as a source of heavy metals when grown in a 
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contaminated areas. Many people are unaware of the risk posed by mining activities near large-

scale agricultural practices, local farmers, and small-scale farms and gardens.  

Arugula is known to accumulate several toxic metals such as lead and Zn in its leaves 

(Dotse and Charles, 2010). Corchorus is able to accumulate both lead 193.1 μg g-1 per dry weight 

and mercury 47.5 μg g-1 per dry weight when the soil is over fertilized (Oyedele et al., 2006).  

Sesame was found to absorb lead in contaminated soils (Gupta and Sarita, 2006). In addition, 

sesame accumulates arsenic at a level of 2.4 μg g-1 per dry weight in roots, 1.68 μg g-1 per dry 

weight in leaves, 0.8 μg g-1 per dry weight in seeds (Kundu and Pal, 2012).  

These metals are considered toxic and might cause several human diseases associated 

with genetic, cardiac and neurological disorders (Zahir F et al., 2004). Lead causes neurological 

and embryological disorders (Kampa and Elias, 2007), exerts genetic deformities; brain damage, 

psychosis, gastrointestinal and urinary tracts and neurological disorder are recognized with its 

association lead accumulation (Duruibe and Egwurugwu, 2007), and even at low blood lead 

levels, lead could cause intellectual dysfunctions among children (Lanphear et al., 2005). 

Cadmium effects bone health and the kidney in a dose-dependent manner, is a carcinogenic, and 

causes impairment of the pulmonary function (Bernard, 2008). Oral exposure to nickel may 

cause eczema in nickel sensitive individuals, causes asthma, conjunctivitis, inflammatory 

reactions, cancer (Cempel and Nikel, 2006). A chronic exposure to arsenic can impair the human 

immune system (Gonsebatt et al., 1992), Inorganic Arsenic is highly toxic at high concentrations 

and chronic low level exposure can produce vascular and renal disease, neurological effects, 

cardiovascular disease, chronic lung disease, and lung, liver, kidney and bladder cancer (Singh et 

al., 2007).  
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Due to the accumulation of As, Hg, Pb, Ni, and Zn in soils impacted by resource 

extraction activities, arugula, crochorus and sesame were selected for this study. These plants 

come from several families, Brasicaceae, Tiliaceae and Pedaliaceae. Each plant will be tested 

and examined for their absorption behavior of metals, namely the absorption of arsenic, 

cadmium, lead, mercury, nickel and zinc. These plants were nominated for their importance as a 

nutritional resource, popularity, and ease of growing in the greenhouse. The major questions of 

part I of this research are:  

• Do these plants accumulate each of As, Cd, Hg, Ni, Pb, and Zn in the edible parts?   

• What is the relationship between the amounts of As and heavy metals in the soils and in 

plants tissues?   

• What factors are playing a major role in accumulation of these contaminants by the 

selected plants?  

• Do these plants accumulate As and heavy metals at levels that exceed national and 

international studies and/or recommended standards and pose a risk to human health?  

Based on the findings of part I, the next goal is to find a technique to protect sensitive 

crops accumulating these toxicants. There is a dire need to find a method to protect crop, and 

therefore, protect human health. Here in the present project, phyto-protection, an engineering 

method is suggested. Phyto-protection is defined as using a known hyper accumulator plant in 

conjunction with a sensitive crop that will compete for metal absorption. Phyto-protection is 

examined to determine whether it can be an effective method to reduce the amount of 

contamination that is available in the root zone of the crop roots grown next to it.  For example, 

sunflower (Helianthus annuus) can accumulate high amounts of contaminants in its roots such as 

lead, 140 mg g-1 per dry weight (Dushenkov et al., 1997). Thus, it is recommended to grow this 
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plant next to a crop such as arugula to examine its competition for metals. This plant is widely 

available and inexpensive. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the sunflower could be used to 

mitigate metals accumulation by sensitive plants.   

 

Literature Review 

 Source of contamination 

Environmental contamination by inorganic elements has been an ongoing international 

concern. The sources of contamination have been expanding alongside the expansion of human 

populated areas. Mining sites, factories, vehicles exhausts, municipal wastes and sewage are 

some of the main sources of pollution that have impacted soil, air and water resources. In April 

1998, in Spain, a pond that had been used to store residues from the mining bed of Aznalcollar 

broke open resulting in the spread of many toxicants in the river of Guadiamar, and the toxicants 

reach an area of 40 km2 (Alcantara et al., 2001).  Such an event release elevated contaminants in 

the environment and results in health issues to biota.  

Mine tailings are rich with metal(loids). For example, the Boston Mill mine tailings site 

located in Cochise County, Arizona is rich of As, Cd, Hg, Pb and Zn with values of   630, 105, 

410, 137 00 and 6700 mg kg-1 respectively. These elevated levels of pollutants was associated 

with plants growth suppression on the site (Maier and Henry, 2011). Another example includes 

the Iron King Mine and Humboldt Smelter (IKMHSS) located in Yavapai County, Arizona, 

United States. The mine tailing waste at this site is elevated in As, Ni, Pb and Zn at 610, 3.7, 4.2 

and 1800 mg kg-1 respectively which causes toxicity to plants (Gil-Loaiza et al., 2016). These 

metal(loids) have migrated into the surrounding areas and impacted the soil from which people 

grow their crops. For example, there is a mining site in the Migori district of western Kenya that 
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lies to the southern part of Winam Gulf of Lake Victoria. It has been observed that this mining 

site is releasing contaminants to the surrounding soils, where values of Hg (0.46–1920 mg kg-1), 

As (0.06–76.0 mg kg-1) and Pb (6.5–510 mg kg-1) have been reported (Ogola J et al., 2000). 

The contamination from mine sites are not limited to the aboveground, but also they 

reach the ground water. In northwest Arizona, Cerbat Mountains is an abandoned mining sites 

since the first half of the twentieth century (Rösner, 1998). In this study, ground water in 

adjacent areas was characterized for heavy metals and other pollutants such as arsenic, lead, 

cadmium and zinc. The amounts of As for example in ground water raged from 0.1 to 1.0 mg l-1 

which indicates that As might build a concern that groundwater cannot always be trusted for 

crops irrigation even in on remote farms as contamination might be transported by ground water.  

Sewage sludge and waste water are a major source of heavy metals. Areas that received 

sewage waters are exposed to contamination with metals such as zinc and copper. A review by 

McGrath (1995) reported the contents of heavy metals in the soils of six sites that receive 

domestic sewage sludge where zinc ranges from 180 – 386, cadmium ranges from 6 3 -6 mg kg-

1, copper ranges from 70 to 384 mg kg-1, Ni ranges from 22 to 35 mg kg-1 and Pb ranged from 40 

to 114 mg kg-1. Smith (2009) found that the biota on sites that received sewage sludge are 

negatively influenced; zinc, cadmium and copper exert a negative effects on the rhizobia where 

the rhizobial numbers declined over a long term even in the presence of organic matters.  

Other major sources that contribute to the contamination by heavy metals in water and 

soils are industrial wastes Yayintas et al. (2007) and fertilizers (Modaihsh et al., 2004; Modaihsh 

et al., 2004).  
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Contaminants in soil 

Soil contamination by heavy metals persists in the soil environment forever. A study by 

Imperato et al. (2003) had confirmed that the presence of metals in the top soil (30 cm) of 

Napel’s urban area. In this study, copper ranged from 6.2 to 286 mg kg-1, chromium ranged from 

1.7 to 73 mg kg-1, lead ranged from 4 to 3420 mg kg-1, and anthropogenic emissions from 

vehicles, factories and construction have been continuously adding Pb and other elements to the 

soils. In China,  heavy metals in the soils of parks was investigated by Chen et al. (2005) where 

the sampling depth in soil was from 0 to 5 cm for 30 historic and modernized sites. Among zinc, 

lead, copper, nickel, there was a significance difference between copper and lead for both 

categories; historical parks preserve higher amounts of lead and copper in their top soil. In city of 

Palermo, Manta et al. 2002 collected samples from 70 green areas and parks at a depth of 0-10 

cm. Lead, zinc, copper, antimony and mercury exceeded the Italian soil standards with values of 

6 to 2516, 9 to 335, 3 to 344, 0.1 to 27.5 and 0.04 to 56 mg kg-1 respectively. These studies and 

more reveal the presence of the metal (loids) in top soils where they eventually become in a 

direct contact with humans. Human visit these areas, parks, and unaware interact with the 

environment components resulting in a serious health issues. In addition, being in the topsoil 

means that these pollutants are taken up by plants that are then used to feed animals and humans. 

 

 Factors influence bioavailability of metals to plants  

When metal (loids) reach soils, they become in some cases adsorbed to the solid phase of 

the soil. Adsorption makes them difficult to absorption by plants. Several factors enhance the bio 

accessibility and bioavailability of these metals. A bio accessible compound is the compound 

that is available in the medium but not in the form that allow the plants to absorb it while the 
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bioavailable compound is the compound that is already in the form that plants absorb (Semple et 

al., 2004). One of the clear examples where metal (loids) are bioavailable is in mine tailings. A 

study by (Gil-Loaiza et al., 2016) on mine tailings from Iron King Mine and Humboldt Smelter 

Superfund Site (IKMHSSS) showed that mine tailings have high plant available arsenic (610 mg 

kg-1), lead (4.2 mg kg-1), zinc (1800 mg kg-1), and nickel (3.7 mg kg-1) that lead to the suppressed 

growth of plants. These mine tailings’ As, Pb and Zn are above remediation limits and subject to 

wind and water erosion (Hayes et al., 2014), where they surely will end up reaching plants and 

crops on adjacent soil leading to contamination of crops.  

The plant available metal in soils depends on the pH, where the availability increases with 

decreasing pH (Solís-Dominguez et al., 2012). This is the case with cadmium (Lasat et al., 2001). 

Some metals are exceptions, such as zinc, where the influence of acidity is not that of a strong 

factor, which was demonstrated with T. caerulescens (Brown et al., 1995). The concentration of 

Al in the soil does not play any significant role in the toxification of the plants (Adam and Moore 

1983), rather this effect is exerted by specific species of Al (Blamey et al. 1983). The 

bioavailability and toxicity of Al are dependent on the pH of the soil (Costantini et al. 1992). 

Al (OH)�
	 is dominated in alkaline soils, Al (OH)3  is dominated in neutral soils;  the hydrolyses  

Al (OH)

� and Al(OH)+2 takes place from neutral to pH of 5; and then the most toxic form trivalent 

aluminum Al��  forms as the pH decreases to below 5 (Delhaize and Ryan 1995).  

A study by Lasat et al. (2001) found that cadmium had been absorbed by several plants as 

pH decreases in the soils while zinc was absorbed in all pH levels by the same plants in the same 

soils. Low organic matter plays a role in metal availability, where less organic matter leads to 

less complexes, then free ions are available for plant absorption and this is the case with Pb 

(Sauve et al,. 1998).  In addition, the bioavailability of metal depends on the cation exchange 
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capacity (CEC) where high CEC lowers the mobility and bioavailability of metal cations (Peng 

et al., 2009). When, for example, biochar is added to the soil, the ion exchangeable sites in soils 

increase leading to low mobility of metals (Park et al., 2011) 

The bioavailability of metal to plants could come from the interactions between elements 

in the soil. Gao and Mucc (2001) report that arsenate would bind to soil minerals replacing P and 

allowing the later to be free for absorption, that might explain why in the presence of certain low 

contents of arsenic a plant would flourish.  

Some other biological disturbances could be mechanically effective to releasing metals 

from the solid phase of the soil such as earthworms. Wen et al., (2004) reported that earthworms 

influence the composition and the activity of soils microbes that release metal- chelating 

metallophores that contribute to the bioavailability of metals in soils such as with Zn. 

 

 Plant mechanisms to increase bioavailability of metals in soils 

 Plants have several mechanisms to induce the availability of ions in soils. For example, 

when the phosphorus is in deficit, plants exude acids to free phosphorus from the solid phase and 

becomes available to absorbing. Carboxylic acid is an example where the arsenic is freed 

alongside phosphorus and absorbed together (Neumann and Römheld, 1999).  Plants enhance net 

excretion of protons in soils, which involves a plasma membrane bound inducible reductase, 

enhancing the release of reducing and chelating agents, and releasing phytosidophores in case of 

iron (Marschner and Römheld, 1994), which is able to mobilize copper, zinc and manganese 

(Raskin et al., 1997). In addition, plants roots can work synergistically with microbes in soils and 

the later can help to mobilize metals and then increase their bioavailability (Raskin et al., 1997). 
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Some plants, in order to obtain the elements such as phosphorus in soil deficient of P, develop a 

root system that can extract it from soils minerals such as chloropyromorphite (Abbaspour, 

2012).  

 

 Metals absorption mechanism 

The uptake of ions in plant roots passed through two main trajectories; through protein 

channels or H+-coupled carrier proteins (Clemens et al., 2002). Thus, the absorption of metals 

occurs actively and passively. For example, As (V) and As (III) enter plant cells through 

phosphate transporter then is sequestered in the vacuole of the cells (Zhu and Rosen, 2009).  

Therefore, arsenic enters actively through the roots of the plant and then is taken up passively 

(Ghosh and Singh, 2005).  

 The second way is passive absorption. For example. When lead increases in the soil, it 

can break into the stellar tissues (Seregin and Ivanov 2001).  Thus, the lead ions may passively 

enter to the roots through the apoplast and are translocated in the plant by the water upward 

movement to different parts of the plant (Pourrut et al., 2001).  

Some metals are co- absorbed with nutrients, they replace nutrients in the proteins 

channels. For example, arsenic can replace phosphorus in the protein channels.  In a study by Tu 

and Ma (2003) to examine the interactions between arsenic and phosphorus, they observed that 

arsenic is able to replace phosphorus at low pH in the transporters. Metals are thought to be 

absorbed through essential nutrients channels in some studies. For example, lead could enter 

through plasma membrane calcium channels leading to accumulation of lead and blockage of 

calcium in the root cells of the wheat (Huang and Cunningham, 1995). The existence of different 
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metals may result in synergistic and antagonistic absorption, for instance, lead and cadmium 

support each other absorption by plants since cadmium might block the absorption of zinc by 

plants roots allowing lead to be absorbed (Queiroz Santos et al., 2014).  

 

 Translocation through xylem tissues 

As and heavy metals are moved up the shoot by xylem simplistically through the 

Casperian strip (Salt et al., 1995). In the xylem, metals are complexed with chelatians to detoxify 

and transport metals up to the shoot of the plant. For example, it is difficult for lead to move 

solely through the shoot. Lead transportation through xylem is held back by the negative charge 

of pectin within the cell walls, precipitated in an insoluble form in the cell wall or in the spaces 

within intercellular, and sequestered in the vacuoles of rhizodermal and cortical cells (Kopittke et 

al., 2007). Due to these transport challenges, plants photosynthesize and release ligands or 

chelating agents to support the translocation of metals. Zinc for example, is transported through 

the shoot as hydrated cation chelated by citrate (Salt et al., 1999).  In some cases, the X-ray 

spectroscopy is able to track the chelation agent where cadmium was found in the xylem sap 

chelated by oxygen atoms (Salt et al., 1995). Some metalloids such as arsenic reduced to arsenite 

by glutathione or phytochelatins (Raab et al., 2005), then by root water pressure is transpired up 

to the shoot (Ghosh and Singh, 2005).  Glutathione is a major low molecular mass thiol 

compound in plants (Sies, 1999). The effect of chelators on metals translocation might be 

examined. For instance, nicotianamine, a metal chelator was found to enhance the translocation 

of copper in the xylem when it was applied on roots or foliage (Pich et al., 1996).  

These chelators are affected by the contents of the metals plants are exposed to. For 

example, the hyperaccumulation of nickel increases the exudates of histidine in the xylem 
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(Clemens et al., 2002). There are factors that affect the exudation of such chemicals and then the 

complexation with metals. Copper binds with nicotianamine (amino acid) strongly at high pH in 

tomato plants, which indicates the role of pH and plant species in detoxifying metals. Finally, 

these exudations vary in their affinity and strength to bind with metals and metalloids, such as 

citric is stronger in binding with ions than malic, therefore plants that show faster toxicity 

symptoms might have less strong chelators than plants with strong chelators (White et al., 1981).  

 

 Accumulation in plant tissues 

According to Baker (1981), plants with metals accumulation are classified into three 

categories:  1) plants called indicators which reflect the presence of toxicity in the soils, 2) 

excluders which maintain low concentrations of metals in the shoot, and 3) hyperaccumulators 

which are plants that concentrate metals in the shoot at high levels. To determine metal 

accumulation, bioconcentration factors (BCF) are calculated; BCF is the ratio of metal 

concentration of the edible portions of the plant (dry weight) to the metal concentration of the 

soils (Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2013).  

The accumulation of heavy metals and metalloids from soil to the plants depends on the 

aforementioned factors, as well as the plant species (Barman et al, 2000). In general, leafy crops 

accumulate more than grains and fruiting plants (Jung and Thornton, 1996), and herbaceous 

plants accumulate more metals than woody plants (Alkorta et al., 2004). Dicot plants are more 

efficient with metals accumulation than monocots in the roots; however it is not always, corn 

accumulates higher contents in the roots more than other dicot species (Huang and Cunningham, 

1996). The distribution of metals and metalloids in the plants differs from one plant organ to 

another where sometimes roots accumulate greater amounts of the metal than the green shoot 
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such as cadmium and lead in soybeans, arsenic is stored more in shoot than in roots, and Ni can 

be distributed in all parts of the plant, including the seeds (Cataldo et al., 1978). 

Several vegetables have been found to accumulate toxicants in their tissues. Popular 

vegetables such as corchorus, arugula, and sesame absorb trace metals when grown in or near 

contaminated areas. Arugula is known to accumulate several heavy metals (Dotse and Charles, 

2010). Corchorus can accumulate high contents of both lead with value of 193.1 μg g-1 per dry 

weight, and mercury 47.5 μg g-1 per dry weight when the soil is over fertilized (Oyedele et al., 

2006).  Sesame was found to accumulate lead at high amounts with value of 25 to 47 μg g-1 per 

dry weight (Gupta and Sarita, 2006). In addition, sesame accumulates arsenic at a level of 2.4 μg 

g-1 per dry weight in roots, 1.68 μg g-1 per dry weight in leaves and 0.8 μg g-1 per dry weight in 

seeds (Kundu and Pal, 2012).   

 Metal (loids) such as arsenic and lead are able to make their ways through the plant 

tissues to the seeds and to the final products such as oils. Arsenic, for example, is able to 

contaminate sunflower oil, where 5 μg g-1 of arsenic was observed in the oil that people consume 

in Bulgaria (Karadjova and Venelinov, 2002). This is also the case with sesame oil in China, 

where arsenic (0.019 μg g-1), lead (0.018 μg g-1), cadmium (5.44 ng g-1), nickel (0.075 μg g-1) 

and zinc (0.883 μg g-1) were present in the oil when no more than 15g for 70kg individual was 

consumed daily (Zhu eat al. 2011). 

Plants that hyper accumulate metals tolerate high quantities of metals in their tissues of 

the green shoot (Brown et al., 1994). For example, the hyper accumulator Chinese brake fern 

grown in arsenic contaminated soils was found accumulating about 5000 μg g-1 of arsenic in its 

fronds, more accumulation occurred in the green shoot than in roots and no acute stress appeared 

on the plant (Cao et al., 2004). Another example of hyper accumulator is the Indian Mustard 
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where it was found to accumulate high levels of lead, 1000 μg g-1 of Pb was accumulated in the 

shoot of the plant and yet increased to 3600 μg g-1 when chelators are applied without stressful  

effects appear on the plants (Blaylock et al., 1997). Plants such as Indian mustard has been used 

to scavenge for lead in the soils (Blaylock et al., 1997).  

Sunflower plants are a promising example of the plants which can  accumulate metals; it 

was found to accumulate arsenic, lead and cadmium in the roots of the plants, the accumulation 

of these metals in this plant occurs in the roots mostly rather in the shoot (Madejón et al., 2003). 

Finally, seeds to protect the embryo from metal toxicity accumulate the higher share of 

metals in the coats of the seeds and separate the embryo from the coats by the placenta which 

give the embryo an advantage since it allows for large storage capacity during germination and 

early seedling growth (Ernst et al., 1992).  

 

Toxicity symptoms on plants 

High contents of zinc and cadmium can influence and/or inhibit the germination and the 

growth of some specific plants; Vicia spp, Polygonum spp and Medicago sativa L (alfalfa). Some 

other plants such as Brassica spp were chlorotic and stunted by Fe and Mn deficiency, and other 

plants such as T. caerulescens showed weak growths (Lasat et al., 2001). Lead is a powerful 

metal that can inhibit the growth of roots. Lead breaks the barriers of endodermis at high 

contents in soils (Seregin and Ivanov, 2001).   The lateral roots growth ceases and the tips turn to 

brown or black of corn and ragweed, and as the concentration of Pb increases the shoot mass 

production is reduced compared with control plants without lead which may be due to Pb 
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blocking the essential elements that the growth needs such as K, Fe and Mn (Huang and 

Cunningham, 1996).  

Mercury influences the germination of seeds, inhibits roots elongation and coleoptile 

structure in cucumber and wheat completely at certain concentrations ≥1.5 mM in cucumber and 

at 1.7 mM in whea (Munzuroglu and Geckil, 2002). Some metals toxicity worsen in presence of 

other metals. For example, the chlorosis symptoms by arsenic occur more frequently in presence 

of cadmium, which affects the chlorophyll contents such as in clover plants. Arsenate cause 

oxidative stress to the red clover when 50 mg kg-1 of As is applied to the soil (Mascher et al., 

2002). Roots and fruits production is decreased by arsenic contamination and uptake in tomato 

(Burlo et al., 1999). 

 

 Plant tolerance mechanisms 

Plants have a mechanism that enables them to tolerate excessive metal content to some 

extend such as the case with zinc in Pinus sylvestris L. seedling where the plants roots are coated 

with fungal growth that can prevent excess metals uptake such as ectomycorrhizal fungus 

(Colpaert and Van Assche, 1992).  Root hairs can also serve as a defensive system to prevent 

toxic metals from entering the roots (Nedelkoska et al., 2000). Border cells that release mucilage 

layers around the roots to protect the plants are a physical barrier against metal absorption 

(Hawes et al., 2016). 

In addition, chelators are produced to manage and to detoxify the metals in plants 

(Rauser, 1999). These metal binding ligands include phytochelations which are a family of 

enzymatically synthesized cysteine-rich peptides, and metallothioneins which are are cysteine-
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rich polypeptides encoded by a family of genes; they provide resistance to cadmium in 

Arabidopsis (Cobbett et al., 2002).  Chelation exudation from the roots slow down the entrance 

of unneeded metals, such as Ni- chelating histidine and citrate exudates in some plants species 

which play a role in detoxifying of Ni (Salt et al., 2000). Oxalate is also observed to be released 

from roots upon high contents of Pb in soils to protect roots from the acute effects caused by Pb 

(Yang et al., 2000). 

The biosynthesis of phytochelatins were also found to increase when Arabidopsis 

seedlings are exposed to increasing levels of arsenic (Patra et al., 2004). Heat shock proteins that 

stabilize the membrane of cells upon heat periods were found effective to protect cell membranes 

from the stress exerted by Cd (Neumann et al., 1994). Antioxidants such as superoxide dismutase 

catalyze with exposure to mercury were also reported (Patra et al., 2004). All of these 

mechanisms were found to alleviate the effects of metals and toxicity. 

It is reported that the accumulation of metals in the plants occurs by increasing binding 

sites on the cell walls with high affinity to metals which might support high storages capacity 

and then support the tolerance by the plant to these metals (Clemens et al., 2002). Tolerance to 

pollutants occurs by removing the metals from the cytosol. McGrath (2003) reported that 

enhanced tonoplast transport to the vacuoles plays a role in hypertoleration of zinc 

Küpper et al. (2000) found that Arabidopsis halleri controlled zinc and cadmium 

toxicities were by transporting them to the vacuoles of both epidermis and basal cell of 

trichrome. In addition, they reported that Zn and Cd are compartmented and stored mostly in the 

vacuoles of the leaves mesophyll; by the same principle, other metals might be stored by the 

same way for toleration.  
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 The metal complexes are excluded from the plants, guard cells and trichrome are two 

structures that plants act to exclude the excess metal concentrations in eight species from 

Brassicaceae (Psaras et al., 2000). In addition, some plants are efficient with localizing the 

storages of metals in the organs; such as,  Chinese fern was found to accumulate higher 

concentrations of metals in the old frond than in young ones (Cao et al., 2004). 

 

Human health effects as a result of as and heavy metal exposures 

Arsenic and metals such as cadmium, mercury, lead, nickel and zinc reach eventually the 

crops people consumed. These toxicants are detrimental to human health. As an illustration, 

cadmium has been found to have carcinogenic properties with a strictly dose-dependent effect on 

the kidney; it is also known to affect the bones, and can causes impairments to the function of 

pulmonary organs (Bernard 2008). Oral exposure to Nickel may cause eczema, asthma, 

conjunctivitis, inflammatory reactions among Nickel-sensitive individuals, and perhaps cancer 

(Cempel and Nikel, 2006). Lead accumulation has been associated with genetic deformities, 

brain damage, psychosis, gastrointestinal and urinary tracts and neurological disorder (Duruibe 

and Egwurugwu, 2007). Even at low concentrations within the blood, lead could result in 

intellectual dysfunctions among children (Lanphear et al., 2005)  

A chronic exposure to arsenic can impair the human immune system (Gonsebatt et al., 

1992), and arsenic in water can result in other associated vascular and renal disease, neurological 

effects, cardiovascular disease, chronic lung disease, and lung, liver, kidney and bladder cancer 

(Singh et al., 2007).  Chronic exposure to arsenic can cause a negative impact on the immune 

system and lymphocytes in humans (Gonsebatt et al., 1992). Other diseases associated with 

arsenic exposure include skin cancer, vascular and renal disease (Singh et al., 2007  
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 Mercury diffuses into the water bodies resulting in formation of methylmercury that has 

a hazardous impact on the aquatic organisms such as fish, and it could cause mortality and 

physiological changes in fish (Gharaei et al., 2008). Mercury causes kidneys damage to human 

(EPA, 2018).  
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PRESENT STUDY 

This present study is designed to investigate crop behavior in contaminated soils. The 

effects of trace elements on sesame, corchorus and arugula has received little attention. Thus, these 

crops are the main focus of this study. A greenhouse study was conducted to determine the 

translation of arsenic, cadmium, mercury, nickel, lead and zinc in sesame, corchorus and arugula. 

These plants were grown in soil treatments with increasing percentages of mine tailing waste. This 

study includes three major parts. Appendix A, B, and C and each appendix has its specific research 

aim and result. Appendix A is dedicated to characterizing the translation of arsenic, lead and 

mercury throughout the root, stem, leaves, pod, and seed of the sesame plant grown in soils with 

elevated levels of arsenic, lead and mercury. Appendix B focuses on the metal uptake pattern in 

the edible portions of arugula, corchorus and sesame and differences among the crops based on 

plant type. Finally, Appendix C documents the initial results and observations of an intercropping 

study where the sunflower and arugula was paired to observe any changes in the accumulation of 

As and heavy metals by the arugula. In this study, the sunflower is hypothesized to be a phyto-

protector of arugula from highly contamination soils.  

The soil treatments used in the greenhouse study are a mixture of mine tailings from 

IKMHSS with a combination of garden and sandy soil. The soil treatments were generated by 

mixing garden soil (SunGro Horticulture Sunshine #4 N&O w/ Myco 3.8cf) and sandy top soils. The 

IKMHSS mine waste are added to the soil mixture resulting in four different treatment proportions 

with 0% (T1), 25% (T2), 50 % (T3) and 75% (T4), where these percentages stand for the dry weight 

of mine tailings added to each pot. The analysis of water, soils and plant tissues was conducted by 

ICP-MS. The statistics are calculated by Microsoft Excel 2013 (Microsoft Office Professional 
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Plus, 2013) and JMP 13 (SAS, 2016). Tukey’s test is used to compare the differences between 

treatments. Student’s t-test is used to compare two independent variables.   

Major findings of Appendix A include: 1) roots and seeds accumulated the largest 

concentrations of arsenic, lead and mercury, , 2) the absorption of the As, Hg and Pb is 

dependent on the concentrations in soils, 3) there is a synergistic relationship between the 

absorption of lead and cadmium in roots and seeds of the sesame plants, 4) plant growth of 

sesame was not affected by the concentration of mine tailing morphologically until the 

percentage of the mine tailings reach fifty percent,  5)  arsenic is the highest accumulated metal, 

followed by lead and mercury, and 6) when comparing the levels of arsenic and lead to the Food 

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations/World Health Organization’s Codex 

Alimentarius International Food Standards for rice and edible oils and to the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration’s Market Basket Study (USFDA Market Study) reported values for peanuts 

(sesame seeds values not reported), arsenic and lead concentrations in the sesame seeds exceeds 

the Codex standards and USFDA Market Study values. 

In appendix B, arugula, corchorus and sesame plants are analyzed for their accumulation 

of As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn. Major study findings are: 1) arugula leaves hyperaccumulated Cd in all 

three treatments 2) border cells production in corchorus might be the reason why it accumulated 

less As and heavy metals than arugula 3) in general, arugula accumulates more As, Cd, Ni, Pb 

and Zn than the other crops, 4) arugula and corchorus leaves contents exceeded what is reported 

in the USFDA Market study for leafy crops, and 5) plant available Ni decreased with increasing 

mine tailings.  

Due to the sunflowers physiological and morphological characteristics, Appendix C 

documents the observations of using the Sunflower to protect other crops grown with it in the 
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same field. Arugula and sunflower plants are intercropped next to each other in two different soil 

treatments. The results show that sunflower is able to mitigate and reduce zinc concentrations in 

the arugula leaves, 2) nickel concentrations increased in the arugula when grown with the 

sunflower, and 3) there was a decrease accumulation of As, Cd and Pb in the roots of sunflower 

when grown with the arugula. Based on this study, the sunflower is not that ideal phyto-protector 

of arugula, with the exception of Zn. 

Appendix D includes images taken from the greenhouse, including garden soils, plants 

growing, and water nozzles. The plants appear healthy in each of T1 (0%) and T2 (25%). 

However, the plants in T3 (50%) appeared affected. Appendix E includes images taken from 

sesame seeds grown in T2 (25%) and T3 (50%) by the synchrotron to detect the accumulation 

location of arsenic. In general, arsenic diffuses to the coat of the seeds. 

The crops selected in this study were intentionally selected from varying plant families; 

Brassicaceae (arugula and radish), Tiliaceae (corchorus), Pedaliaceae (sesame), Asteraceae 

(sunflower). The overall results of this dissertation indicate that each plant varies in its ability to 

accumulate As, Cd, Hg (for sesame only), Ni, Pb and Zn. The three studies reported here suggest 

that as the concentrations increases in soils, the concentration of these elements also increases in 

the studies crops. Each species is capable of accumulating contaminants at different levels from 

the other species in one level of contaminants; such as with As, Cd and Zn, arugula was the top 

accumulator. This project indicates that it may be prudent for farmers to limit the cultivation of 

crops from the Brassicaceae, Tiliaceae, Pedaliaceae and Asteraceae families near anthropogenic 

activities like mining sites and factories. Vegetables from these plant families that are imported 

internationally and sold in markets should be examined and scrutinized to ensure they do not 

have threatening levels of As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn. Special attention should be paid to the arugula 
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since it translocated and accumulated the most As and heavy metals. Lastly, Codex should 

monitor As and heavy metals in  these specific plants used in this study as well as species from 

these three families, Brassicaceae, Malvaceae (or Tiliaceae) and Pedaliaceae.   
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ABSTRACT 

 

The uptake of arsenic, lead and mercury by plants from contaminated soils presents a 

health hazard that may affect gardeners and farmers neighboring contaminated environments. A 

controlled greenhouse study was conducted to characterize the uptake and storage of As, Pb and 

Hg in Sesame roots, stems, leaves, pods and seeds. The study had four soil treatments T1 (0% 

mine tailings), T2 (25% mine tailings), T3 (50% mine tailings), and T4 (75% mine tailings) mixed 

with garden soils.  Arsenic, lead and mercury concentrations varied from T1 to T4 respectively as 

following:  4.7 -1499, 19 – 1382, and 0.04 – 8.62 μg g-1.  The increase in the plant tissues was 

correspondent to that of soils. Bioconcentration factors were determined and showed that As and 

Pb uptake decreased in the order of: roots > seeds > leaves > pods >stems.  Seeds which are the 

edible portion of the plants showed high storage capacity. The concentration of As, Pb, and Hg 

in the seeds exceed the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations/World Health 

Organization’s Codex Alimentarius International Food Standards. Micro X-ray fluorescence 

imaging (µ-XRF) analyses was used to locate the accumulation centers of As accumulation in 

seeds. Imaging revealed that more arsenic was stored in the seed coat than in the endosperm. 

This greenhouse project gives clear insight into the translocation and accumulation pattern of As, 

Pb, and Hg in sesame when grown in contaminated soils. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The sesame plant is an economically and nutritional valuable crop in many countries 

around the world, such as in Somalia, Afghanistan, Jordan, and the Philippines (Morris, 2002). 

China is the top sesame producer, with a production rate of 1.03 ton ha-1 with 19.9% share in 

world, compared to Sudan, which produces around 0.15 ton ha-1 (Zerihun and Jalata, 2012). 

Sesame is traditional used as an oil and spice (Zerihun and Jalata, 2012) and has been used for 

pharmaceutical and medicinal purposes. It can mitigate the damages of the liver and serum 

cholesterol levels, increases the activities of vitamin E and decreases thiobarbituric acid-reactive 

substances that influence membrane aging (Kato, 1998), prevents breast and prostate cancer 

(Cooney, 2001) and prevents osteoarthritis (Eftekhar, 2013).  

Unfortunately, due to active and legacy mining, which has led to elevated levels of 

arsenic (As) and heavy metals in topsoil, the sesame crop may be exposed to these deleterious 

elements (Pruvot et al., 2006; Wickre et al., 2004). For example, in the Migori Gold Belt, in 

Kenya, arsenic (As), lead (Pb), and mercury (Hg) soil concentrations were 0.06–76.0 mg kg-1, 

6.5–510 mg/kg and 0.46–1920 mg kg-1, respectively (Ogola J et al., 2002). Arsenic is a known 

carcinogen and chronic exposure to arsenic can impair the human immune system (Gonsebatt et 

al., 1992) and lead to vascular and renal disease, neurological effects, cardiovascular disease, 

chronic lung disease, lung, liver, kidney, and bladder cancer (Singh et al., 2007). Lead can cause 

genetic deformities; brain damage, psychosis, gastrointestinal and urinary tract problems and 

neurological disorders associated with lead accumulation (Duruibe and Egwurugwu, 2007). 

Additionally, it has been well documented that lead in the blood may cause mental dysfunctions 

among children (Lanphear et al., 2005). Mercury causes deleterious effects on the brain, heart, 
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kidneys, lungs, immune system for human and can even reach a fetus in the womb, attacking 

their nervous systems (EPA 2018). 

Due to the nutritional, economic and cultural value of sesame, we aim to investigate 

whether sesame plants translocate As, Pb, and Hg and what differences exist between roots, 

stems, leaves, pods, and seeds. Currently, there is a dearth of information regarding the 

translocation and accumulation pattern of As, Pb and Hg in the sesame crop. This objective of 

this study was to assess and compare the translocation and accumulation pattern of As, Pb and 

Hg in roots, stems, leaves, pods, seeds and determine the bioconcentration (bioaccumulation) 

factors of each plant component to determine relative levels of accumulation.  

  

 MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY 

Site description 

Mine tailings were brought from Iron King Mine and Humboldt Smelter (IKMHSS). 

The site is located in Yavapai County, Arizona, in the United States. It was listed on U.S 

Environmental Protection Agency’s National Priorities List in 2008.  The pH of surface mine 

tailings is 2.5 to 3.5, high levels of As and Pb (> 3000 mg kg−1 each), EC 6.5–9 ds m−1, a 

loam texture (34.7%, 44.8%, and 20.4% clay), TO of 1.22 g kg-1 and TN of 0.042 g kg-1 

(Solís-Dominguez et al., 2012). Each of As and Pb plant available in mine tailings are 610 

and 4.2 mg kg-1 respectively (Gil-Loaiza et al., 2016) Arsenic was observed at elevated levels 

in proximal soils as wind and water transport this metalloid to  adjacent residential areas 

(Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2013b). The acidity of this mine tailing at the top 0.5 m is brought 

by the transformation of ferrous iron sulfides to ferrihydrite and gypsum which is weathered 

to form jarosite with low pH, 7.3 – 2.3, and the concentrations of each of As, Pb and Zn in 
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the bulk tailing increase with depth (Root et al., 2015). However, the concentration of Fe and 

S reveal minor variation with depth indicating that mineralogical activities might occur 

locally in the profile with minor translocation of both Fe and S to depth (Hayes et al., 2014). 

 

Greenhouse setup  

Four soil treatments were prepared and three of them consisted of mine tailing waste 

from IKMHSS mixed with garden and top sandy soils. The treatments were generated by mixing 

45 kg garden soil (SunGro Horticulture Sunshine #4 N&O w/ Myco 3.8cf) and 45 kg sandy 

topsoil. IKMHSS mine tailings was added to the soil mixture resulting in four different 

treatments with 0% (T1), 25% (T2), 50 % (T3) and 75% (T4) where the percentage is for the 

amount of mine tailings. Each treatment had four replicates. The rate of irrigation in the 

greenhouse was 605 ml min-1 every two days until plants were harvested.  

The sesame (Sesamum indicum) was grown in each of the four treatments outlined above. 

There were four replicates per treatment totaling sixteen plants. Based on previous studies and its 

ability to accumulate arsenic (Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2013), the radish (Raphanus sativus) was 

considered a control plant. A total of eight radishes were grown in T1 and T2, four plants per each 

treatment. For the size of the plants, sesame plants were grown in two-gallon pots and radishes 

were grown in one-gallon pots.  The temperature in the greenhouse was 25�°.   

 

Harvesting and preparing for lab analysis 

Sesame plants were harvested after 120 days. Each plant was harvested and then 

separated to roots, stems, leaves, pods, and seeds. The seeds were extracted from the pods into 
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paper coin envelops in the lab to avoid contamination, and they were not washed or dried as not 

to lose oil from them. Stems, leaves, and pods were washed with deionized water for at least a 

minute. Special attention was given to the roots where they were washed; they were dipped 

several times in deionized water to extract soil particles. Samples were dried in an oven at 45�° 

until they reached a constant mass weight. Then, samples were then ground using the pestle and 

mortar to have them as powder. The pestle and mortar were cleaned with alcohol after each 

sample.  

 

Analysis of plant, water, and soil 

0.1000 g of ground material of each part of sesame plant,  (root, shoots, leaves, pods, and 

seeds) were prepared with 1.0 mL concentrated HNO3 and one mL ultrapure water, N=28 

including the control, four of each part. Samples were microwave digested (ramp to 200 C○ over 

20 minutes, and held at 200 C○ for 10 minutes) in the MARS 6 2016 microwave (CEM, 

Matthews NC 2016).  

Two replicates of each soil treatment as well as the SunGro horticulture garden soil, 

sandy topsoil, and mining waste were prepared for analysis. To determine the levels of metal 

(loids) and pH in soils before plant growth, the samples of soils were taken the same time of 

mixing and sowing of the seeds, bagged then sent to the lab to be sieved through 2mm sieve and 

dry at 45�°. Soils were ground by ball mill (SPEX 8000D Mixer/Mill, Metuchen, NJ). Samples 

were microwave- digested (modified from US EPA Method 3051) through a closed vessel 

technique in which one gram sample material is first pre-digested with 1mL concentrated nitric 

acid (Omni-trace HNO3, EMD Chemicals) at room temperature, followed by the addition of 1.0 
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mL ultrapure water (18Mohm). A  NIST sample of similar matrix (such as NIST 2711 Montana 

soil) is included in each batch. 

Solutions then were analyzed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP 

–MS -Model 7700x, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), with a quantifiable detection limit 

for As, Pb, and Hg of 94, 1.2 and 1.58 ng L−1, respectively. The mean coefficient of variation for 

arsenic sample analysis was 1.66%. Calibration curves were created from multi-element standard 

solutions from Spex CertiPrep (Metuchen, NJ), and ranged from 1 to 200ug L-1 for As and Pb, 

and 0.01 to 5ug L-1 Hg, was prepared from a single element standard. Calibration correlation 

coefficients were > 0.999. Each batch also included measurement of at least two quality control 

(QC) solutions (High Purity Standards, Charleston, SC). Duplicate QC digests were made using 

certified reference material (Apple leaves NIST 1515).  Irrigation water was sampled and 

analyzed for the three metals using ICP-MS. 

Once the concentrations of As, Hg and Pb in the soils and the parts of the vegetable were 

determined, a comparison between average concentrations of As, Hg and Pb in seeds of this 

study to those reported on USFDA Market Basket Study is conducted. When a value of zero is 

reported by USFDA Market Basket Study fact sheet as an average concentration of a 

contaminant, we recalculate more conservative value (see Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2013a) 

MA=
���



 

MA= mean average 

LOD = limit of detection 
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Then bioconcentration factor (BCF) or transfer factor was calculated. The BCF is the 

ratio of the metal concentration in vegetable tissues (dry weight) to the metal concentration of 

the soils (dry weight). Plant available phosphate in the soils was measured using a water extract 

method. Two grams of dried soil (≤2 mm) with 240 ml of distilled water at 20 °C for 1 h were 

shaken. Shaking of samples was processed in 250-ml plastic bottles on an end-over-end shaker at 

28 r.p.m. After that, the suspension was filtered through a membrane filter (Millipore, < 450 nm) 

and the extract was analyzed for PO4 (See Sorn-Srivichai et al., 1988). The BCF was calculated 

as mentioned above. All statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel 2013 

(Microsoft Office Professional Plus, 2013) and JMP 13 (SAS, 2016). Tukey’s test is used to 

compare means of, two treatments.    

Lastly, for Micro X-ray fluorescence imaging (µ-XRF) analyses was performed on seeds 

collected from plants grown in 25% and 50% mine tailings. Seeds were washed and embedded in 

paraffin wax and cut to 50-80 um sections and placed on As-free silicon slides for imaging (< 12 

h). The X-ray microprobe at SSRL, beamline 2−3, was used to image the thin sectioned seeds at 

13050 eV.  Images collected were 500−1000 µm2 with a pixel step size of 2.5−3.0 µm and 50 ms 

dwell time.  The X-ray energy was calibrated with As0 foil with the first inflection of the 

absorption edge defined as 11867 eV (see Root et al., 2013 for details).  X-ray absorption near 

edge structure (XANES) spectra were acquired from 150 eV before the K-edge to 150 eV after 

the edge using a 0.35 eV step in the edge region for adequate resolution of the XANES.  Scans 

were averaged using SIXPACK software package (Webb, 2006).  The background subtraction 

and normalization to the post-edge was completed with Athena software package (Ravel, 2008).  

  

RESULTS 
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Soil and water  

As expected, As, Pb, and Hg soil concentrations increased as the percentage of the mine 

tailing additions increased. The available plant phosphorus in soils decreased as mine tailing 

waste increased (Table 1). Irrigation water pH was 7.4, and both As and Hg are under the 

quantifiable detection limits. The mean value of Pb was 259 μg L-1 ranging from 0.9 to 1300 μg 

L1. Water emitters in the greenhouse are two types with two sizes. The large emitters on one of 

the station might have been manufactured with materials rich with Pb since there is a statistical 

significant difference in Pb concentrations in water between the two types (p- 0.048). However, 

these lead levels coming from the emitters did not affect the plants irrigated through the same 

emitters when compared with the same plants in the same percentage of mine tailing irrigated by 

the smaller type of emitters (p-0.38, N=12).  

 

Arsenic, lead, mercury, and phosphorus in the plants tissues  

The radish accumulated more As than Pb in both leaves and roots (Table 2 and 7). In 

leaves, the increase of As from T1 to T2 was significant (p-value = 0.0007) as well as the increase 

of Pb (p-value = 0.011). Concentrations of As and Pb in the T1 and T2 in roots were also 

significant with p-value of 0.0008 and 0.03, respectively. 

Sesame plants germinated and grew in all treatments, except the (T4) 75% (Table 5). The 

accumulation of As is higher than that of Pb and Hg in all parts of the plant. The accumulation of 

As (Figure 1), Pb (Figure 2), and Hg (Figure 3) were increasing with increasing treatments in 

soils (Table 2, 3). Mercury showed no differences among all treatments.  

 Roots accumulated the highest amount of metal (loids), and higher As than Pb and Hg. 

In general, the order of accumulation of As is: roots > seeds> leaves > pods > stems; Pb is: roots 
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>> seeds >> pods >> leaves >> stems; Hg is: seed > roots > leaves > stems > pods. In general the 

accumulation of P, sesame accumulated values of 716 μg g-1 and 3146 μg g-1 (T3) in  roots and 

seeds respectively. No statistical significant differences of stored P between plant tissues: T1:T2 

(0.2), T1:T3 (0.2), and T2:T3 (0.3) 

In roots, the amount of As was higher than Pb in all the three treatments and both As and 

Pb increased as the concentration of mine tailing in soil increased. The increase of As was from 

1.3 (T1) to 55.4 μg g-1 (T3) and the increase of Pb was from 1.2 (T1) to 27.9 μg g-1 (T3). The 

second largest accumulation of both As and Pb after roots was in the seeds, where As increased 

from 1.6 (T1) to 27 μg g-1 (T3) and Pb increased from 1.30 (T1) to 15.5 μg g-1 (T3).  Mercury in 

the seeds did not show a regular pattern as that of As or Pb. T1 exceeded both T2 and T3 with a 

mean value of 0.1 μg g-1 in seeds. Sesame seeds accumulated high amounts of Ca, P then K 

(Table 2).  

In pods, the concentration of As increased from 0.4 (T1) to 4.1 μg g-1 (T3). Lead increased 

from 0.04 (T1) to 2.9 μg g-1 (T3). Mercury in the pods showed an increasing pattern like that of 

As and Pb. However, there was no significant difference between the three treatments.  

 In stems, the only metal that showed an increase in the stems and a difference between 

treatment was Pb where it ranged from 0.3 (T1) to 1.0 μg g-1 (T3).  In leaves, As in T1 was only 

1.3 μg g-1 (T1) and then increased to 23.3 μg g-1 (T3), whereas the average Pb accumulation in 

leaves for the three treatments was less than 1.0 μg g-1. Leaves accumulated low amounts of 

mercury and did not exceed 0.04 μg g-1. Bioconcentration factor is shown in Table 6.  

 

Synchrotron micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) imaging results 
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Seeds grown in 25% tailings 

The relative abundance and co-location of elements in sesame seeds was probed with 

synchrotron micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) imaging.  Images were collected from thinly 

sectioned seeds at 13050 eV, which allows the interrogation of the relative concentration and 

distribution of elements with masses between Si and As (Fig. 6.a).   The imaged thin section 

showed Ca enriched in the seed coat, Zn and K visually defined the two cotyledons in the seed 

embryo, and Mn was enriched between the cotyledons. Arsenic was observed in the seed coat in 

association with Fe, (see Fig. 6.a, b). Each pixel in the µ-XRF image contains elemental data that 

can be used to examine elemental correlations.  A 3-D correlation plot of fluorescence intensity 

(µf) for Ca, Fe and As (n = 93921 pixels) showed a strong correlation (r2 = 0.899) where the 

fluoresce intensity measured for As and Fe was determined to be in “hot-spots”, which were 

operationally defined as those pixels with both As and Fe at intensities of > 5 and > 7 

respectively.  Inverse correlations were observed for Ca: As and Ca: Fe.  Within the image, 

46717 pixels had As fluorescence between 2 and 5 counts, while 3805 pixels had As intensities 

above 5, indicating As was diffusely distributed with 8.1% of the total As occurring in “hot-

spots” (defined as As(µf) > 5).  Investigation of the As hot spots by µ-XANES revealed that the 

As was As (V).  Macro nutrients were shown to accumulate is specific morphologies of the seed, 

with Ca enriched in the coat, K in the embryo and Sin the endosperm (Fig. 6.c). Transition 

metals accumulated in the embryo, with Mn accumulated between the two cotyledons.  Where 

As was present, it generally coexisted with Fe, but not all Fe spots contained As. The inner limit 

of the endosperm and at outer rim of the cotyledons was Zn enriched. 

 

Seeds grown in 50% tailings 
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Synchrotron x-ray micro fluorescence of the seed harvested from plants grown in 50% 

tailings showed similar internal elemental distribution to the seeds grown in 25% tailings (Fig. 

6.d). The seed coat was defined visually by the high Ca content, Zn and K accumulated in the 

embryo, and As and Fe were co-located – mostly in the seed coat (Fig. 6.e).  Two groupings of 

pixels with high correlation between the fluorescence yield of As and Fe were observed, both are 

in the seed coat. The region of high As: Fe with high Fe is observed in the seed coat away from 

the micropylar end noted with red marks, while the high As: Fe spot with relatively lower Fe is 

near the micropylar end with yellow marks.  Examination of regions with detectable As 

compared to the “hot-spots” indicated As was diffusely distributed throughout the seed with 

2.1% of the total As occurring in “hot-spots”, operationally defined as any  pixel with 5 or more 

counts of As.  The inner edge of the endosperm and at outer rim of the cotyledons was Zn 

enriched. Examination of a whole intact seed revealed that the coat was enriched in Ca, the 

micropylar end was Zn and Fe enriched and As was generally not detectable at enriched 

locations (Fig. 6.f).  Because As and Fe were observed to co-occur at enriched “hot-spots” in the 

seed coat, the coat was isolated and examined (Fig. 6.g).  The seed coat showed a greater 

concentration and distribution of As (Fig. 6.g). Additionally, the co-localization of As and Fe and 

relative contribution of total As from As: Fe “hot-spots” was greater in the seed coat relative to 

the interior of the seed (Fig. 6.h).   

 

 

DISCUSSION  

In general, the roots followed by the seeds, had the highest storage of As, Pb and Hg. 

This may be an indicative sign of a substantial accumulation capacity of unneeded compounds 
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(Chapin, 1990), by sesame (Sesamum indicum) seeds. Reproductive allocation principle states 

that the seeds absorbed everything the plants absorbed prior to reproduction stage (Bazzaz et al., 

1987), thus it is suggested that most of what was absorbed during the growth including the metal 

(loids) should go to seeds according to the principle of allocation. 

During the experiment, it was observed that upon reproductive stage the sesame was 

lower numbers of leaves compared to the large numbers of pods after flowering stage. This 

behavior was increasing from T1 to T3 which indicates that most energy and absorbed nutrients 

under the stress of soils metal (loids) and low pH, plants would be invested for seed production 

instead of leaves growth.   

Radish (Raphanus staivus, Brassicaceae) was previously reported to have increasing 

concentrations of As (up to 6 mg kg-1) as the contents of As in soils increase (Ramirez-Andreotta 

et al., 2013b). Here in this experiment, the accumulation of both arsenic and lead in the radish 

was efficient and is a function of the toxicants concentration in soils. Both arsenic and lead are 

translocated efficiently from roots to the leaves. Arsenic in leaves is six times higher than that of 

roots, while lead in leaves is as twice higher than that of roots (Table 2). 

 

Arsenic in roots and seeds  

In general, arsenic absorption depends on several factors, starting from the soil to the 

physiology of the plant.  Arsenic is absorbed from the soil by roots through phosphate 

transporters and aquaglyceroporins system. In the plant, inorganic arsenic is reduced by arsenate 

reductases from arsenate to arsenite to eventually be sequestered in the cell vacuole (Zhu and 

Rosen, 2009). Aquaglyceroporins are membrane proteins that include water-selective pores and 
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bidirectional channels that are found to transport metalloids (Liu et al., 2002; Bhattacharjee et al., 

2008). Arsenic enters actively through the Casparian strips in the roots and then taken passively 

up through xylem by the transpiration (Ghosh and Singh, 2005). Casparian strips are belt-like 

cell wall thickenings around the vascular cylinder of roots (Roppolo et al., 2011).  

Soils with a low phosphorus content can leads to the absorption of As through 

phosphorus channels (Tu and Ma, 2003). Dicot plants are well known for its efficiency to 

accumulate and transport As in its vascular system (Bondada and Ma, 2003), and sesame is a 

dicot plant from Pedaliaceae (USDA), which has been reported to absorb and accumulate heavy 

metals (Kannan et al., 2010). Arsenic accumulation per part of the sesame plant is different from 

species to another; for example, the Rama cultivar accumulated less amounts of As  in stems 

when compared to the Pragati cultivar stems (Kundu and Pal, 2012), which demonstrates that 

the species of sesame can influence and play a role in the accumulation of As. Also, sesame 

seeds store high amounts of phosphorus as shown in Nigerian sesame seeds (Obiajunwa et al., 

2005), which might explain why high As is absorbed by seeds. Our data analysis shows a 

relationship between As concentrations in soils and As accumulation in both roots and seeds 

(Figure 1).  

Phosphorus can be replaced by As when absorbed through the channel transporters in 

hyperaccumulator Pteris vittata L (Tu and Ma 2003), and this can occur when P is low in soils. 

One reason why P may not have been available is due to the presence of Pb, which can interact 

with P and become strongly attached in in pyromorphite-like mineral (Hettiarachchi et al., 2001). 

In our study, the plant avilable phosphate decreased with increasing lead concentrations in soil 

treatments, which may have formed pyromorphite (Table 1). Then, the As increase in the plant 

tissues might indicate a phosphorus replacement by As upon absorption (Table 2). However, the 
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weak relationship between As and P in sesame tissues indicated that there was no replacement of 

P by As (�
 = 0.126). Moreover, the BCF for the P increasing from T1 to T3 further weakens the 

replacement theory in plant roots (Table 6).  

The high contents of P in the plant tissues without differences among treatments could 

come from the ability of some plants to extract P by developed extensive root systems from 

minerals less stable than pyromorphite such as chloropyromorphite in the soils (Abbaspour, 

2012). In this study, high contents of phosphorus in the plant tissues compared to the plant 

available P in soils might affirm that sesame plant extracted P from different P-containing 

minerals. Thus, if there is a replacement of phosphorus by arsenic, it cannot be significant since 

high amounts of P in the tissues might blur the theory.  

The coats of the seeds accumulates two to four times higher metals than that of the 

embryo (Ernst et al., 1992). Here, the As distribution in sesame seeds is generally diffuse, with a 

few small regions of enrichment, mostly in the seed coat. Investigation of the seed coat separate 

form the whole seed in thin section revealed that the coat has regions of As and Fe co-

localization and enrichment of both.  These seed coat hot-spots accounted for almost 60% of the 

As in seeds grown in 50% mine tailings. The seed coat accumulates As relative to the seed 

embryo or endosperm which might give the embryo more protection from the toxicity by As 

(Figure 6.a).  

 

Lead in roots and seeds  

In this study, roots and seeds had the highest concentrations of Pb, 27.85 and 15.48 μg g-1 

(T3) respectively among the parts of the plant. Previous studies have reported similar results. 
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Pedalium murex is a plant related to Pedaliaceae was found to absorb Pb in its leaves and stems 

(Kannan et al., 2007).  Zhu et al (2011) reported that sesame oil contained Pb (Zhu et al., 2011), 

which affirms the ability of sesame to absorb Pb and accumulate it in seeds.  

In general, the absorption of Pb is dependent on its availability to plants (Zhu et al., 

2011), and the availability of Pb is dependent on pH (Sauve et al,. 1998). When Pb increases in 

soil and around the rhizodrmis, it breaks the barriers of cortex and endodermis to stelar tissues or 

the vascular system (Seregin and Ivanov 2001).  Thus, Pb passively enters to the roots through 

the apoplast and is translocated in the xylem by water transpiration and then migrates to different 

parts of the shoot (Pourrut et al., 2001).   

Lead absorption is enhanced strongly by cadmium as the later blocks the absorption of Zn 

(Queiroz Santos et al., 2014), the relationship between Cd and Pb is positive in roots (�
 = 0.89) 

and in seeds (�
 = 0.65) in our experiment, and the plant available Zn in these mine tailings is 

high with value of 1800 mg kg-1 (Gil-Loaiza et al., 2016). Therefore, increased concentrations of 

the Pb in the plant tissues might be caused by increasing Cd concentrations in soils, which is an 

important observation that should be noted in future studies (Figure 4 and 5).  

 It is also important to note that phosphorus in soils with lead form pyromorphite mineral 

as discussed above, which would make the phosphate less bioavailable (Ruby et al., 1994). As a 

result, low contents of P in the soils might increase the availability of Pb to the plant in the soil 

solution (Hettiarachchi et al., 2001). Thus, more abundant Pb is available to sesame in this study 

as the treatments by mine tailings increase (Table 1). 

Sesame stores high quantities of Ca and K (Obiajunwa et al., 2005), and when there are 

increasing contents of Pb in soils, Pb might replace Ca or be absorbed with P in wheat roots 
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(Huang and Cunningham, 1995). In our study, there is no indication of replacement of Ca by Pb 

(R2=0.001) or absorption of Pb with P (R2 = 0.05). Mlkowski and Kita (2002) previously 

reported an opposite relationship between K and Pb. In this study, there is an insignificant 

negative relationship with potassium (R2=0.05).  

 

Mercury in roots and seeds 

Mercury concentrations are found in soil, with increasing levels closer to mining (Wickre 

et al., 2004). In some studies, terrestrial crops were found to accumulate considerable levels of 

mercury such as Cabbage Bracica oleracea and amaranthus Amaranthus oleraceou (Lenka et 

al., 1992).  

Multiple species of plants absorb mercury such as Water-hemlock ( Oenanthe crocata) 

(0.06 – 10.1 μg g-1) and annual rabbitsfoot grass (Polypogon monspeliensis) (418.6 to 1095 μg g-

1) (Molina et al., 2006). As the Hg concentration increases in the soils, the concentration of the 

plant mercury increases in different parts of the plant (Skinner et al., 2007). 

 Our study demonstrated that the Sesamum indicum seeds (T1) and roots (T3) accumulated 

up to 0.1 μg g-1.  A study by Hu et al., (2009) shows that black sesame seeds contain 0.639 μg g-1 

of Hg, which could refers to the reproductive allocation discussed above.    

 

Codex Alimentarius recommended international food standards and USFDA 

Market Basket Study 

Since people consume sesame seeds in different ways and they are part of their diet, 

standardization of what is acceptable and unacceptable for human consumption is needed. 

Concentrations observed in this study were compare to both the US Food and Drug 
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Administration Market study (USFDA) which is a program that monitors the contaminants and 

nutrients in the food product available in the average U.S. grocery store (USFDA, 2018), and 

Codex Alimentarius Commission (Codex) which is a program that provides general guidance 

and a set of non-enforceable reference values for certain contaminants and toxins in food 

(Codex, 2018). Unfortunately, Codex does not report a maximum level of As in sesame seeds. 

Therefore it is compared to other products. Here, we compare the edible oils and rice since the 

sesame can serve as a source of oil or roasted food. The maximum levels suggested by Codex for 

oils and rice for As is 0.1 μg g-1 and 0.2 μg g-1 respectively, and for lead in edible oils is 0.1 μg g-

1 (Codex, 2017).  In this study, all sesame seeds from all treatments exceeded the Codex 

maximum level for As and Pb in oils and As in rice (Table 2). However, it is important to note 

that we are comparing the whole seeds to the pure oil that would be extracted from the sesame. 

Therefore, the recommendation is to solely analyze the oil after extraction. Since the oil yield is 

50 to 57 % of the whole seeds product (Ag Marketing Resource Center, 2018), we can assume 

the oil may contain less arsenic than that of the whole seed analyzed in this study unless As and 

Pb accumulate in the oil then it would be higher. Additionally, when comparing the sesame seed 

arsenic concentrations to the Codex levels, the amount of As reported here exceeded the Codex 

maximum level for rice. Rice was picked for being seeds.  

Since sesame seeds have not been included in the USFDA Market Basket study, we 

compared sesame seeds to the next closest food type, which are peanuts. US Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) considers seeds as part of the protein food group including peanuts (USDA, 

2017).The mean value of As and Pb found in peanuts are 0.002 μg g-1 (N = 32), and 0.01 μg g-1 

(USFDA, 2018). Therefore, values of 0.002 and 0.01 μg g-1 for both As and Pb are much lower 

than those of sesame seeds provided in Table 2.  
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Arsenic, lead, and mercury in germination, leaves, stems, and pods  

It has been reported that elevated Pb in soil can inhibit germination (Senger et al., 2008). 

We observed a decrease in germinating seeds among T1 to T3, from less than half to none in T4. 

Both mercury and lead can affect germination of plants such as Triticum aestivum and Cucumis 

sativus (Munzuroglu and Gecli, 2002). In general, the increasing amounts of mine tailings from 

IKMHSS does not support the growth of the plants for its low acidity (Gil-Loaiza et al., 2016: 

Nelson et al., 2015).  

In general, stems of sesame accumulate the lowest amounts of the arsenic when 

compared to the other plant parts (Kundu and Pal, 2012). Sesame stems in this experiment 

accumulated the lowest amount of all the three metals among the five parts of the plant in our 

study. It might be related to the nature of stems where no storage occurs in xylem since its 

primary function is a translocation of elements and transpiration of water to the other parts of the 

plant (Table 2).  

Leaves and pods accumulated low amounts of As, but leaves accumulate more than pods 

in this experiment which agrees with an experiment conducted by Kundu and Pal (2012) on 

sesame. In their study, they found that at the matured stage, leaves accumulated more As than the 

pods. Since both leaves and pods accumulate low amounts; one justification may be that pods are 

protective organs for seeds and leaves are photosynthesizing organs, thus the capability of 

storing metal (loids) might be low.   

For lead, little has been understood about it in stems and leaves (Seregin and Ivanov, 

2001). In this study, low concentrations were observed in stems, leaves and pods. Previous 
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studies have reported  that the majority of Pb is trapped in roots and its transportation up to the 

leaves and seeds is hindered by the following: negative charge of pectins within the cell walls, 

precipitated in an insoluble form in the cell wall or in the spaces within, and sequestered in the 

vacuoles of rhizodermal and cortical cells (Kopittke et al., 2007). Barman et al., (2000) observed 

that each species has tendency to distribute metals in a specific way within the plant parts, and 

each metal has a specific target part within the plant depending on the plant species. For 

example, Pb was accumulated most in the seeds of the toothed dock (Rumex dentatus) then in 

sessile joyweed (Alternethera sessilis) and least in the seeds of each of Bermudagrass (Cynodon 

dactylon) and Kleberg’s bluestem (Dichanthium annulatum).  

 Both the species of the plants and the content of the metals in soils explain the behavior 

of mercury in the sesame plants. Molina et al. (2006) reported that Cistus crispus accumulated 

mercury in its tissues as it increases in the soil while Cistus monspeliensis was not affected. In 

the same study, the concentration of Hg in the stems was the lowest in both species which agrees 

with the finding of this experiment where the levels of Hg in stems were low.  

The plant physical aspects in the different treatments are presented in Table 5. The effect 

of As on the morphology and the production is evident in T3. Short stems, stunned leaves with 

burnt tips and low pods with decreasing seeds production is apparent mostly. Similar effects 

were observed on tomato plants grown in soils with As (Burlo et al., 1999).  Between T1 and T2, 

there are no distinguishable physical characteristic demonstrating toxicity by As or other metals. 

Moreover, some plants in T2 have higher green mass production than T1. Similar observation was 

reported on red clover where the dry matter increased with additional concentrations of As 

(Mascher et al., 2002). Kopittke et al., (2007) reported that Pb causes a reduction in both the 

green shoot and the roots. The same observation was witnessed in sesame plants grown in T3, 
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which had the shortest stature with less root growth compared to the T1 and T2. Gao and Mucci, 

(2001) reported that As in soil at certain levels might replace P in soil minerals resulting in more 

plant available P that supports mass production. It is suggested here that at certain concentrations 

such as 962.1 μg g-1of As in T2, the substitution for P in soil minerals occurred and the extra  

levels of As that did not replace P in soil minerals might have not been toxic to sesame as that of 

T3 with value of 1069 μg g-1.  

 

CONCLUSION  

The objective of this study is to characterize the uptake and translocation of As, Pb, and 

Hg in the sesame crops roots, stems, leaves, pods, and seeds. In general, the plant-available As, 

Pb, and Hg mainly depends on the concentrations of mine tailings in soils. Higher concentration 

in plant tissues, seeds and roots, with higher mine tailings added to soils.  

Limitations of the study include: the limited number and replicates of the analyzed plants, 

and the inherit differences between growing in the greenhouse versus a farm (e.g. percent of 

organic matter), Thus, future aims are to conduct studies on farms with sufficient precision to 

insure accurate results. In addition, seeds were not washed but extracted immediately from pods 

into the envelopes which might bring contamination to them. In the future, it is suggested that 

sesame seeds washed appropriately to ensure no contamination. 

Interactions between metals and macronutrients in soil were not observed in this study. 

The replacement of As in P transporters is one justification for accumulation of As, although the 

replacement theory in this study failed to be a significant explanation. Even if the replacement 

occurs, it would be minimal since the contents of P are much higher than that of As in the plant 
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tissues. High levels of P might be related to the ability of the plant to extract P from different 

sources in soils. For Pb, the uptake and translocation of Pb in the presence of Cd is noteworthy, 

where we observed a strong correlation between  increasing Cd in the soil and the absorption of 

Pb. 

Sesame seeds show a high accumulation of As and Pb which might be related to the 

physiology of the plant and its seeds. Moreover, mercury in seeds is equal to that of the roots, 

which may explain the ability, in general, of seeds to collect Hg and elements more than any 

other part of the green parts of the plant. The synchrotron analyses of the seeds showed that the 

larger share of As is in the coat of the seeds which might be a strategy by the seeds to exclude 

the toxicants from the area of the embryo in the seed.  

Sesame plants showed identical growth in both T1 and T2, making it difficult to visually 

distinguish whether a sesame plant is accumulating elevated levels of either As, Pb, or Hg. Thus, 

farmers who depend only on visual observations to decide whether the crops are safe for 

consumption or not, might be deceived. Consumers who depend on sesame as a main food 

source on the table must consider from where they import sesame. Some crops might come from 

regions where the anthropogenic activities which results in As, Hg and Pb contamination of 

water, soils, and then crops. More plant and soil elemental analyses are explicitly needed for 

those who have their farms in the vicinity of resource extraction sites, like mining. Even though 

the sesame plants grew in T3 (all T4 died or either failed to germinate), plants in T3 show weak 

germination, growth and seed production. 

Lastly, comparing the values of As and Pb in sesame seeds to different seeds such as 

peanuts is no a sufficient way to decide whether the amounts of As in sesame is high enough to 

pose a public health threat. Due to the popularity, high consumption rate of sesame, and the 
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potential for As and Pb to accumulate in the edible seeds of the sesame plant, we recommend a 

large-scale study to determine accumulation of these toxic metals in agricultural fields and 

establishing a permissible level via Codex is strongly recommended. 
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Figures  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.   Concentrations of arsenic in all sesame tissues from roots to seeds with statistical 

differences between treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the sesame 

while Y axis represents the levels of As in the plants tissues. 
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Figure 2.  Concentrations of lead in all sesame tissues from roots to seeds with statistical 

differences between treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the sesame 

while Y axis represents the levels of Pb in the plants tissues. 
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Figure 3.  Concentrations of mercury in all sesame tissues from roots to seeds with statistical 

differences between treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the sesame 

while Y axis represents the levels of Hg in the plants tissues. 
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Figure 4. Regression between lead and cadmium in roots tissues of sesame. As the cadmium 

increases, the lead content increases. 
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Figure 5. Regression between lead and cadmium in seeds tissues of sesame. As the cadmium 

increases, the lead content increases. 
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Figure 6.a.  Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of longitudinal thin section (<100 µm) of 

a sesame seed embedded in paraffin wax. The seed was grown in the tailings mix with 25% mine 

tailings.  The scale bar indicates 100 µm, each panel shows the indicated element detected by µ-

XRF with the numeric values are the fluorescence intensity scale shown and provides relative 

concentration within each panel. High Ca defines the seed coat with fragments of the coat noted 

in the Ca panel, the two cotyledons in the seed embryo are visible in the Fe, Zn, K, Cu, S, and P 

images, Mn is enriched between the cotyledons.  Arsenic is observed in the seed coat in 

association with Fe, see Fig. 6.b. The As was shown to be As (V) by µ-XANES. The last panel 

shows a light micrograph of the thin-sectioned seed.  
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Figure 6.b. 3-D correlation plot of fluorescence intensity (µf) Ca, Fe and As for the µ-XRF 

images of sesame seed grown in 25% tailings in figure 1 (n = 93921 pixels).  There is a strong 

correlation between As (µf) and Fe (µf) in “hot=spots” (r2 = 0.899 where As (µf) > 5 and Fe (µf) 

>7, n=538 pixels) and anti-correlations were observed for CA: As and Ca: Fe.  There are n= 

46717 pixels with 2 < As (µf) < 5 and n = 3805 pixels As (µf) > 5, indicating As is diffusely 

distributed with 8.1% of the total As occurring in “hot-spots” (defined as As (µf) > 5).  
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Figure 6.c.   Colorized µ-XRF images thin sectioned sesame seed grown in 25% mine tailings 

from Fig. 6.a. The scale bar indicates 100 µm.  Panel A. shows macro nutrients Ca, K, and S in 

red, green, and blue, respectively. Panel B. shows transition metals Zn, Mn, and Cu in red, green, 

and blue, respectively. Panel C. shows As, Fe, and P in red, green, and blue, respectively; the 

numeric values are fluorescence intensity scale. It can be seen in panel C. that where As occurs it 

coexists with Fe, but not all Fe spots contain As. The endosperm is the defined as the S enriched 

region between cotyledons and seed coat at the inner limit of the endosperm and at outer rim of 

the cotyledons Zn is enriched. 
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Figure 6.d.   Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of longitudinal thin section of a sesame 

seed grown in the tailings mix with 50% mine tailings embedded in parafilm wax.  The scale bar 

indicates 100 µm, each panel shows the indicated element detected by µ-XRF with the numeric 

values showing the fluorescence intensity scale to provide a relative concentration. High Ca 

shows the seed coat, the cotyledons in the seed embryo are visible in the Fe, Zn, K, Cu, S, and P 

images.  Arsenic is observed in the seed coat in association with Fe.  Areas of high correlation 

between As (µf) and Fe (µf) are highlighted with red and yellow rings, and the circled areas of 

high As (µf) and Fe (µf) are plotted in the last panel. The correlation plot panel shows the per 

pixel correlation of As(µf) and Fe(µf) with the highlighted regions in the correlation plot (red and 

yellow) from the corresponding colored circled in the µ-XRF image. The µ-XRF has n= 48866 

pixels, n= 14947 for 2 < As (µf) < 5 and n= 318 for As (µf) > 5, indicating As is diffusely 

distributed with 2.1% of the total As occurring in “hot-spots” (≡ µf > 5). 
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Figure 6.e.   False color µ-XRF images thin sectioned sesame seed grown in 50% mine tailings 

from Fig. 4. The scale bar indicates 100 µm. K, Ca, and Zn are shown in red, green, and blue, 

respectively; the numeric values are fluorescence intensity scale. The internal structures of the 

seed embryo and seed coat can be seen, but the endosperm does not accumulate macro- or micro-

nutrients or transition metals. The out rim of the cotyledons are enriched in Zn and the seed coat 

is composed primarily of C (Z elements < Si not analyzed). 
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Figure 6.f.   Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of an intact (i.e. not thin sectioned) 

sesame seed grown in 50% mine tailings.  The scale bar indicates 100 µm, each panel shows the 

location and relative abundance of each element indicated, the numeric values are the 

fluorescence intensity (µf) scale to provide a relative concentration. High Ca is observed in the 

seed coat, high Zn intensity is observed in the lower portion of the seed and indicates the 

micropylar end. Arsenic is observed in two 3-4 µm spots and associated with Fe. The final panel 

shows Ca, Fe, and Zn in red, green and blue respectively, with Fe (green) enrichment in the 

region between the cotyledons and micropylar end. 
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Figure 6.g.   Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of longitudinal thin-section of a sesame 

seed coat (internal seed removed) grown in the tailings mix with 50% mine tailings embedded in 

paraffin wax.  The scale bar in panel A) indicates 90 µm, and in B-E the scale bar is 80 µm.  

Each panel shows the indicated element (B. = Ca, C. = Zn, D. = Fe, and E. = As) detected by µ-

XRF with the numeric values showing the fluorescence intensity scale. The seed coat has high 

Ca, but also shows As in association with Fe (58.8% of As co-located with Fe), and As: Fe “hot-

spots” accounting 11.8% of the As in the seed coat. 
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Figure 6.h. µ-XRF image of thin sectioned sesame seed coat grown in 50% mine tailings from 

Fig. 7, scale bar is 80 µm. The seed coat has high Ca (blue), and there are spots of Fe (green) but 

As (red) is generally in association with Fe (As+Fe = yellow).   
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Tables 

Table 1. The concentrations of As, Cd, Hg and Pb in soils per each treatment. pH and EC are 

reported 

Sample ID Mine Waste Tops soil Sungro 
T1 

(0%) 
T2 (25%) T3 (50%) T4 (75%) 

pH 3.3 7.9 4.3 6.9 6.2 6 3.9 

EC  /cm 4.9  ms 750 μs 1.2 ms 702.6 μs 1.7 ms 2.3 ms 4.2 ms 

As  μg g-1 3244 5.7 1.7 4.8 962.1 1070 1500 

Pb  μg g-1 2414 20 41.6 19 691 921 1400 

Hg  μg g-1 10.4 0.1 0.07 0.04 3.9 67 8.6 

Cd μg g-1 6.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 2.3 5 6.4 

Total P 1124 

 

670 

 

797 

 

820 

 

724 

 

850 

 

860 

 

Ca μg g-1 33320 

 

28450 

 

13800 

 

26200 

 

26200 

 

27200 

 

26230 

 

K μg g-1 900 

 

2810 

 

1343 

 

2690 

 

1830 

 

1290 

 

830 

 

Plant available P μg g-1 NA* NA NA 397.8 64.4 20.6 11 

  *NA = not analyzed  
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Table 2.  The mean values of As, Cd, Hg, Pb and the nutrients per each part of the plant per each 

treatment per dry weight 

Part of the Sesame plant Treat. As ug g-1 Cd ug g-1 Hg ug g-1 Pb ug g-1 

    Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D 

Seeds* T1 (0%) 1.6 0.8 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.1 1.3 0.8 

  T2 (25%) 11.6 5.9 0.3 0.04 0.02 0.01 6 2.8 

  T3 (50%) 27 13.5 1.4 0.4 0.1 0.04 15.5 7.3 

Roots T1 (0%) 1.3 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.001 1.2 0.3 

  T2 (25%) 27.8 11.5 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.1 13 8.1 

  T3 (50%) 55.4 25 2.2 1.4 0.1 0.1 27.9 16.2 

Pods T1 (0%) 0.4 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.4 0.1 

  T2 (25%) 3.6 1.5 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.1 1.8 0.7 

  T3 (50%) 4.1 2 0.5 0.2 0.02 0.01 2.9 1.5 

Stems T1 (0%) 2.1 2 0.5 0.4 0.01 0.01 0.3 0.1 

  T2 (25%) 2.6 1.7 0.6 0.4 0.01 0.01 0.4 0.2 

  T3 (50%) 2.6 1.6 1.4 1 0.01 0.01 1 0.5 

Leaves T1 (0%) 1.3 0.8 0 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.1 0.03 

  T2 (25%) 18.6 5.5 0.2 0.1 0.03 0.01 0.2 0.1 

  T3 (50%) 23.3 6 1.4 0.6 0.04 0.01 0.6 0.6 

Radish Leaves T1 (0%) 4.7 0.8 NA** NA NA NA 0.9 0.8 

  T2 (25%) 61.1 0.9 NA NA NA NA 3.2 0.9 

Radish Roots T1 (0%) 1.9 0.1 NA NA NA NA 0.2 0.1 

  T2 (25%) 10.7 1 NA NA NA NA 1.8 1 

Part of the Sesame plant Treat. P ug g-1  K ug g-1  Ca ug g-1  Fe ug g-1  

    Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D 

Seeds T1 (0%) 8900 300 5900 700 12800 4000 530 280 

  T2 (25%) 6300 2300 4500 1700 10100 4500 450 270 

  T3 (50%) 7400 3400 6300 1900 21100 3600 990 460 

Roots T1 (0%) 2100 1100 9700 4100 3700 2300 310 110 

  T2 (25%) 1500 100 8800 2300 5000 1900 720 380 

  T3 (50%) 1900 1600 7900 4800 5600 3500 1360 390 

Pods T1 (0%) 2300 700 6700 900 7200 1800 2210 980 

  T2 (25%) 1700 500 11300 7000 6800 3500 3710 4360 

  T3 (50%) 1500 500 5200 1700 6000 1900 3730 3480 

Stems T1 (0%) 2400 1200 17400 5000 6000 2100 920 230 

  T2 (25%) 3200 2000 14400 9200 7000 2900 1960 980 

  T3 (50%) 4400 3600 9200 3500 9000 4200 3240 1400 

Leaves T1 (0%) 4900 1300 21100 3500 17400 4400 40 10 

  T2 (25%) 2800 500 20700 5800 12700 3100 50 10 

  T3 (50%) 2100 300 12600 6200 17000 9700 60 30 

*seeds were not dried so the concentrations are for the fresh weight 
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 **NA = not analyzed 

 

 Table 3.   Range of As, Pb and Hg in sesame tissues (N= 4 per each treatment per each part). 

  Median      

Part Treatment Arsenic Range Lead Range Mercury Range 

Root T1 (0%) 1.32 0.6 - 1.7 1.2 0.9 - 1.49 0.01 0.01 -0.01 

 T2 (25%) 22.2 19.31- 47.6 8.4 8.1 - 26.9 0.04 0.02 -0.22 

 T3 (50%) 48 31.2 -94.5 19.2 17.2 -55.8 0.07 0.1 - 0.21 

Seed T1 (0%) 1.7 0.5-2.4 1.29 0.3 -2.36 0.09 0.01 -0.24 

 T2 (25%) 8.8 7- 21.6 5.06 3 -10.6 0.02 0.01 -0.03 

 T3 (50%) 21.15 15.9 - 49.6 11.81 10.3 – 28 0.05 0.03 -0.06 

Pod T1 (0%) 0.38 0.32 -0.4 0.35 0.3 -0.4 0.01 0.01 -0.01 

 T2 (25%) 3.01 2.3 -6.2 1.51 1.2 - 3  0.01 0.01 -0.01 

 T3 (50%) 4.14 1.5 -6.5 3.17 0.6 - 4.4 0.02 0.01 - 0.03 

Stem T1 (0%) 2.06 0.1 -4.1 0.27 0.2 -0.4 0.01 0.01 - 0.01 

 T2 (25%) 2.6 0.12-5.03 0.44 0.2  -0.6 0.01 0.01 -0.01 

 T3 (50%) 2.6 0.3 -4.7 0.80 0.5 - 1.7 0.01 0.01 -0.03 

Leave T1 (0%) 1.27 0.3 -2.2 0.16 0.1 -0.2 0.03 0.01 -0.03 

 T2 (25%) 18.4 11.4 – 26 0.2 0.1 -0.4 0.03 0.02 -0.1 

 T3 (50%) 22.02 16.3 -32.7 0.28 0.2 -1.7 0.04 0.03 -0.1 

 

 

 

Table 4. Median and range of As and Pb in radish parts (N=4 per each treatment per each 

part) 

  Median  Median  

Part Treatment Arsenic Range Lead Range 

Root T1 (0%) 1.9 1.7 - 2.1 0.2 0.2 - 0.3 

Root T2 (25%) 10.6 9 -13.7 1.4 0.9  - 3.4 

Leaves T1 (0%) 4.8 2.8 - 6.5 0.6 0.2 -2.1 

Leaves T2 (25%) 10.6 7.7 - 13.7 1.4 1.9 - 4.3 
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Table 5.   The plant physical growth and aspects in different treatments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plant 

characteristics  T1 (0%) T2 (25%) T3 (50%) T4 (75%) 

Average number 

of seeds planted 

per pot 10 10 10 10 

Germination Almost all Almost all Less than half None 

Growth Well Well Weak None 

Roots Well Well Weak None 

Stems Upright  Slightly tilted Thin and weak None 

Height About 50 cm About 50 cm About 15- 20 cm None 

Branching No Yes No None 

Leave shape Normal  Normal  Broken w/ burnt tips  None 

Color Green Dark green Yellowish None 

Flowering On time  On time Delayed None 

Pod production Big but less than T2 

Smaller but more 

than T1 Delayed None 
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     Table 6.  Bioconcentration factor (BCF) of arsenic, lead, and mercury in the plant tissues 

Metal   As     Pb     Hg   

  T1 (0%) T2 (25%) T3 (50%) T1 (0%) T2 (25%) T3 (50%) T1 (0%) T2 (25%) T3 (50%) 

Roots 0.3 0.03 0.1 0.1 0.02 0.03 0.3 0.02 0.02 

Seeds** 0.3 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.01 0.02 2.6 0.001 0.01 

Leaves 0.3 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.6 0.01 0.01 

Pods 0.44 0.004 0.004 0.01 0.001 0.003 0.6 0.004 0.003 

Stems 0.4 0.001 0.002 0.014 0 0.001 0.2 0 0.002 

     ** Seeds were not dried so the BCF is for the fresh weight 
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ABSTRACT 

 In this greenhouse experiment, the translocation of As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn in three crops 

sesame (Sesamum indicum), corchorus (Corchorus olitorius), and arugula (Eurca vesicaria) from 

different plant families was investigated. Garden soils eere mixed with mine tailings brought 

from Iron King Mine and Humboldt Smelter Superfund Site (IKMHSSS). Four soil treatments 

were made with different percentages of mining waste from the IKMHSSS - T1 (0%), T2 (25%), 

T3 (50%) and T4 (75%). The edible portion of each crop and associated soils were microwave 

digested and analyzed for the metal(loids) via inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 

(ICP –MS). The accumulation of metals decreases in the order of Zn > As> Cd> Pb> Ni. 

Bioconcentration factors shows that Zn is hyperaccumulated by sesame seeds only in T1, Cd was 

hyperaccumulated by arugula in T1, T2 and T3 and by corchorus in T3. The absorption of Pb and 

Cd seems to be synergistic. The uptake of As and these metals depends mostly on the 

concentrations in soils and plant species. Most metal(loids) concentrations in the edible plants 

parts of the plant exceeded Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations/World 

Health Organization’s Codex Alimentarius International Food Standards and concentrations 

reported in the US Food and Drug Administration Market study. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

 Inorganic contaminations are found in soils at elevated levels near mining sites, such as 

arsenic(As) and lead (Pb) with soil concentrations of 0.06–76.0 mg kg-1 and 6.5–510 mg kg-1 

respectively (Ogola, et al. 2000). A chronic exposure to As can impair the human immune system 

(Gonsebatt et al. 1992), and result in renal, cardiovascular and chronic lung, liver, kidney and 

bladder diseases (Singh et al., 2007). Lead accumulation has been associated with genetic 

deformities, brain damage, psychosis, gastrointestinal and urinary tracts (Duruibe and Egwurugwu 

2007). Even at low concentrations within the blood, lead could result in intellectual dysfunctions 

among children (Lanphear et al. 2005). Baker et al. (1994) found high mean values of zinc (Zn) 

and cadmium (Cd) as high as 21000 and 164 mg kg-1 in Thlaspi caerulescen, respectively, for 

plants growing on m metalliferous sites. Cd has been found to have carcinogenic properties with 

a strictly-dependent effect on the kidney, Cd is also known to affect the bones and cause 

impairments to the function of pulmonary organs (Bernard 2008). The Agency for Toxic 

Substances and Disease Registry (ASTDR) considers these metals among the top contaminants of 

concern (ATSDR, 2017).  

Sesame has been found to absorb As in its tissues (Kannan et al., 2010), but the study did not 

show how sesame is capable of accumulating other contaminants; and to what level sesame would 

accumulate As.  Corchorus was found absorbing heavy metals, such as Cd (Yusuf et al. 2003), but 

it did not show how much the plant can accumulate if the soil contents of Cd increase. Leafy 

vegetables are known to accumulate heavy metals in their leaves more than any other plants (Jung 

and Thornton, 1996); however, the arugula receives less attention. Here in this project, arugula, 

corchorus and sesame are subject of the study with five co-contaminants in the soils. 
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Due to the nutritional, economic and cultural value of sesame, corchorus and arugula, and the 

little attention towards these three crops interaction with As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn, a greenhouse study 

was conducted with the aim of investigating whether these plants translocate As, Cd, Ni, Pb, and 

Zn at unacceptable levels in the edible parts and whether the contents of these metals in soils 

influence the contents in the plant tissues. Values of these contaminants in the edible parts of the 

plant are compared to both US Food and Drug Administration Market study (USFDA), which is a 

program that monitors the contaminants and nutrients in the average US diet (USFDA, 2018), and 

WHO’s Codex Alimentarius Commission (Codex), which is a program that provides general 

guidance and a set of international non-enforceable food standards for certain contaminants and 

toxins in food (Codex, 2018). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

            Site description 

Mine tailings were brought from Iron King Mine and Humboldt Smelter (IKMHSS). 

The site is located in Yavapai County, Arizona, in the United States. It was listed on U.S 

Environmental Protection Agency’s National Priorities List in 2008.  The pH of these mine 

tailings is 2.5 to 3.5, high levels of As and Pb (> 3000 mg kg−1 each), EC 6.5–9 ds m−1, a 

loam texture (34.7%, 44.8%, and 20.4% clay) (Solís-Dominguez et al., 2012). Each of total 

carbon, total organic carbon and total nitrogen are below detection limit; each of As, Ni, Pb 

and Zn plant available in mine tailings are 610, 3.7, 4.2 and 1800 mg kg-1 respectively (Gil-

Loaiza et al., 2016). Arsenic was observed at elevated levels in soils as wind and water 

transport this metal to the adjacent residential areas (Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2013b). The 

acidity of this mine tailing at the top 0.5 m is brought by the transformation of ferrous iron 
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sulfides to ferrihydrite and gypsum which is weathered to form jarosite with low pH, 7.3 – 

2.3, and the concentrations of each of As, Pb and Zn in the bulk tailing increase with depth 

(Root et al., 2015). However, the concentration of Fe and S reveal minor variation with depth 

indicating that mineralogical activities might occur locally in the profile with minor 

translocation of both Fe and S to depth (Hayes et al., 2014). 

 

Greenhouse setup 

The soil treatments used in this study were a mixture of mine tailings from IKMHSS with 

a combination of garden and top soils. The soil treatments were generated by mixing 45 kg of 

garden soil (SunGro Horticulture Sunshine #4 N&O w/ Myco 3.8cf) and 45 kg of sandy top soil 

using cement mixer. The IKMHSS mine waste was added to the soil mixture resulting in four 

different treatment proportions with 0% (T1), 25% (T2), 50 % (T3) and 75% (T4), where these 

percentages stand for the dry weight of mine tailings in each pot. The greenhouse received well 

water. Twelve samples were collected for water quality analysis. The rate of irrigation for the 

greenhouse was 605 ml min-1 for each two days for the growing period of about 110 days.  

The sesame (Sesamum indicum), corchorus (Corchorus olitorius), and arugula (Eruca 

vesicaria) plants were grown with each of the four treatments described above. There were four 

replicates per treatment making a total of 48 plants. Based on its ability to accumulate arsenic 

(Ramirez-Andreotta et al. 2013); the radish (Raphanus sativus) was used as a control plant, where 

radishes were grown in T1 and T2 with four plants per treatment. The temperature in the greenhouse 

was maintained about 25�°. 
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 Harvesting and preparing for analysis 

Sesame plants were harvested 120 days after planting. The seeds were extracted from the 

capsules into paper coin-envelops and stored in the lab to avoid contamination, and they were not 

dried as not lose oil from them. Arugula and corchorus leaves were harvested a month after seeding 

and washed using deionized water.  Samples of corchorus and arugula leaves were dried in the 

oven at 45�° to a constant weight. The sesame seeds and leaves samples were then ground to a 

powder.  

 

      Analysis of plant, water, and soil 

0.1000 g of ground material (arugula leaves, corchorus leaves and sesame seeds) were 

prepared with 1.0 mL concentrated HNO3 and one mL ultrapure water, N=36, 12 of each 

plant and 8 samples of the control plant. After predigestion, the samples were microwave 

digested (ramp to 200 Celsius over 20 minutes, and hold at 200 Celsius for 10 min) in the 

MARS 6 2016 microwave (CEM, Matthews NC 2016).  

Two replicates of each soil treatment as well as the SunGro horticulture garden soil, 

sandy topsoil, and mining waste were prepared. To determine the levels of metal (loids) and pH 

in soils before plant growth, the samples of soils were taken the same time of mixing and sowing 

of the seeds, bagged then sent to the lab to be sieved through 2mm sieve and dry at 45�°. Soils 

were ground by ball mill (SPEX 8000D Mixer/Mill, Metuchen, Nj). Samples were microwave- 

digested (modified from US EPA Method 3051) through a closed vessel technique in which 0.1g 

sample material is first pre-digested with 1mL concentrated nitric acid (Omni-trace HNO3, EMD 

Chemicals) at room temperature, followed by the addition of 1.0 mL ultrapure water (18Mohm). 

A  NIST sample of similar matrix (such as NIST 2711 Montana soil) is included in each batch. 
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Solutions then were analyzed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP –MS -

Model 7700x, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). 

Solutions then were analyzed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP 

–MS -Model 7700x, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), with a quantifiable detection limit 

for Zn, As, Pb, Cd and Ni of 0.0248, 94, 1.2, 0.053, and 0.0616 ng L−1, respectively. The mean 

coefficient of variation for arsenic sample analysis was 1.66%. Calibration curves were created 

from multi-element standard solutions from Spex CertiPrep (Metuchen, NJ), and ranged from 1 

to 200ug L-1 for As and Pb, and 0.01 to 5ug L-1 for Hg prepared from a single element standard. 

Calibration correlation coefficients were > 0.999. Each batch also included measurement of at 

least two quality control (QC) solutions (High Purity Standards, Charleston, SC). Duplicate QC 

digests were made using certified reference material (Apple leaves NIST 1515).  Irrigation water 

was sampled and analyzed for the three metals using ICP-MS. 

Once the concentrations of Zn, As, Pb, Cd and Ni in the soils and the parts of the 

vegetable were determined, the bioconcentration factor (BCF) or transfer factor was calculated. 

The BCF is the ratio of the metal concentration in vegetable tissues (dry weight) to the metal 

concentration of the soils (dry weight). Plant available phosphate in the soils was analyzed using 

a water extract method. Two grams of dried soil ( ≤2 mm) with 240 ml of distilled water at 20 

°C for 1 h were shaken. Shaking of samples was processed in 250-ml plastic bottles on an end-

over-end shaker at 28 r.p.m. After that, the suspension was filtered through a membrane filter 

(Millipore, < 450 nm) and the extract was analyzed for PO4 (Sorn-Srivichai et al., 1988), then 

BCF was calculated as mentioned above.  
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All statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel 2013 (Microsoft Office 

Professional Plus, 2013) and JMP 13 (SAS, 2016). Tukey’s test was used to compare means of 

two variables, here it is applied to compare the differences between treatments.   

 

RESULTS 

 Soil and water characteristics 

Each of As, Cd, Pb, and Zn increased in the soils as the percentage of the mine tailing 

additions increase except for Ni and the available plant phosphorus in soils decreases as mine 

tailing waste increases (Table 1). Water pH was 7.4. The mean value of Pb was 259 μg l-1 

ranging from 0.9 to 1300 μg l-1. Water emitters in the greenhouse were two types with two sizes. 

The large emitters on one of the station might have been manufactured with materials rich with 

Pb since there is a statistical significant difference in Pb concentration in water between the two 

types (p- 0.048). However, these lead levels coming from the emitters did not affect the plants 

irrigated through these emitters when compared with the same plants in the same percentage of 

mine tailing irrigated by the smaller type of emitters (p-0.38, N=12).  

 

The concentrations of elements in the plant tissues 

The concentration of As, Cd, Ni, Pb, and Zn of the sesame seeds, arugula and corchorus 

leaves and radish are shown (Table 2). Control plants radish accumulated more metals in its 

leaves than in its roots in general. Bioconcentration factor is shown (Table 3). No growth in T4. 

Zinc was the highest accumulated element, and it increased in the tissues of the three plants 

as mine tailings increases in soil treatments. The order of Zn accumulation from the highest to the 

least is: arugula > corchorus > sesame seeds (Figure 1).Arugula accumulated the highest 
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concentration of Zn in its leaves from 283 (T1) to 889.1 μg g-1 (T3).  Then corchorus accumulated 

Zn ranging from 45.7 (T1) and 460 μg g-1 (T3), followed by the sesame, ranging from 139.3 (T1) 

to 224 μg g-1 (T3).  

Arsenic in this experiment increased as soil As concentrations increased (Figure 2). The 

order of the As accumulation in plants from high to low was: arugula > sesame seeds > 

corchorus. Similar to Zn, arugula accumulates the highest amounts of As in its leaves increasing 

from an average values of 3.2 (T1) to 86.9 μg g-1 (T3). Then, the second highest As-accumulating 

plant were the seeds of the sesame, with a concentration in the seed tissues elevated from an 

average of 1.6 (T1) to 27 μg g-1. Corchorus is the least accumulating plant for As, as the plant 

accumulates an average of 1.6 (T1) to 16.4 μg g-1 (T3).  

The three plants accumulated Pb as the third highest metal (loid) in their tissues, and it 

increased in tissues of the three plants as mine tailing increased (Figure 3). Sesame seed 

accumulated the highest amounts of Pb with a rise from an average value of 1.3(T1) to 15.5 μg g-1 

(T3). The second highest Pb-accumulating plant was arugula, as it accumulated an average values 

from 0.2 (T1) to 11.5 μg g-1 (T3). Corchorus was the least Pb- accumulating plant where the 

accumulation was from an average value of 0.2 (T1) to 5.1 μg g-1 (T3). The order of the Pb 

accumulation in plants from highest to lowest was: sesame seeds > arugula> corchorus. 

The fourth most accumulating metal in these three plants was Cd. Cadmium in the three 

plants followed an increasing pattern in the plants with increasing treatments in soils, (Figure 4). 

The arugula accumulated an average value of 0.4 (T1) and increased in T3 to 4.6 μg g-1. The 

Cadmium content in corchorus increased from 0.1 (T1) to 4.7 μg g-1 (T3). The least accumulation 

plant of Cd is the sesame seeds, where T1 accumulated an average value of 0.07 μg g-1, and this 
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then increased to 1.3 μg g-1 in T3. The order of the Cd accumulation was similar to Zn from the 

highest to lowest is: arugula > corchorus> sesame seeds. 

The content of nickel in the three plants did not follow a specific pattern and the 

accumulation decreases with increasing treatments. Sesame seeds accumulated an average value 

of 1.9 (T1) and 0.8 μg g-1 (T3). This is also observed in the second highest Nickel-accumulating 

plant, corchorus, where corchorus irregularly accumulated 0.9 (T1) to 0.5 μg g-1 (T3). The least 

amount of Ni was observed in the arugula with an average value of 0.4 μg g-1 per (T1) and (T3). 

The order of Ni accumulation in the plants was similar to Pb and from highest to the lowest was: 

sesame seeds > arugula > corchorus, (Figure 5). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Control plants 

Brassicaceae was reported before to increase the accumulation of arsenic in the edible 

portion as the contents of As in soils increased with bioconcentration factor of 0.0146 (Ramirez-

Andreotta et al., 2013a). Here in this experiments, the accumulation of these metal (loids) was 

efficient and is a function of the toxicants concentrations in soils. Arsenic (with BCF of 0.7 in 

roots in T1), cadmium, nickel, lead and zinc were translocated efficiently from roots to the 

leaves. Arsenic, cadmium and nickel in leaves are almost six times higher than that of roots, zinc 

in leaves is four times higher than in roots, while lead in leaves is as twice higher than that of 

roots (Table 2). 

 

 Zinc accumulation in edible plant tissues 
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The availability of Zn in soils depends on the pH, as it increases with a decreasing soil 

acidity (Lasat et al. 2001), and the absorption at high levels is dependent on its contents in the soils 

(Alkorta et al. 2004). Our plants showed different accumulation capacities. The different behaviors 

from a species to another in Zn-contaminated soils was previously reported; for example, T. 

caerulescens accumulated 35 times higher Zn in shoot than that of other species growing on the 

same site (Salt et al. 1999). 

 Both Thlaspi caerulescen and arugula (Eruca vesicaria) are of the Brassicacea known to 

accumulate high contents of Zn (Broadley et al. 2007). Arugula had the highest Zn accumulation, 

with mean value of 889.1μg g-1 (T3) in this experiment. For sesame, Pedaliaceae, in general is 

reported to accumulate elevated contents of metals (Kannan et al. 2010). In this study, sesame 

seeds accumulated a mean value of 223.6μg g-1 (T3) of Zn. Corchorus olitorius had been studied 

and found to accumulate increasing zinc contents as Zn increases in soil (Dosumu et al. 2003). 

Thus, as there is elevating Zn contents in the soil, the plant will have increasing accumulation as 

in this study with mean value of 45.69 μg g -1 (T1) increasing to 459.46 μg/g (T3). Therefore, the 

species of the plant and the contents of Zn in the soils interplay to explain part of why these three 

species have high Zn in tissues.  

 

            Arsenic accumulation in edible plant tissues 

All of the three plants in our study accumulated As in an increasing accumulation pattern 

as soil As concentrations increased. Dicot plants like sesame are known for their efficiency in 

accumulating and transporting As in the vascular system (Bondada and Ma 2003). Sesame seeds 

irrigated with As-contaminated water were found to accumulate arsenic in seeds ranging from 0.8 

to 0.6 μg g-1 (Sinha et al. 2011). Seeds in this study accumulate As with a high mean value of 26.95 
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μg g-1 (T3).  Pedaliaceae represented by sesame showed a high capacity of accumulation of As at 

high levels in seeds.  

Arugula leaves accumulated As with a mean value of 86.9 μg g-1 (T3), and the arugula is 

from Brassicacea, known to accumulate As (Ramirez-Andreotta et al. 2013). Arugula accumulated 

the highest contents of As among the three plants and did not show physical symptoms of toxicity 

during the experiment. Arugula is a leafy crop from Brassicaceae which accumulate As at high 

concentrations (Jung and Thornton, 1996). 

The chorchorus is Tiliaceae, which have been found previously to accumulate arsenic 

increasing from 0.11 to 42.7 μg g-1 in the leaves with increasing contents of As in contaminated 

soils (Islamit et al., 2014). Here in this study, leaves of the chorchorus accumulated a mean value 

of 16.41 μg g-1 (T3) increasing from 1.58 (T1). Thus, the contents of As in the soil is a controlling 

factor that influences the accumulation of As in corchorus tissues. The accumulation of As in these 

plants therefore depends on the contents of As in the soils and on the species being dicot and leafy.   

 Under flooding conditions the iron plaques are formed on roots by precipitation of iron 

oxides/hydroxides, for example in rice (Chen et al., 1980). These plaques are dependent on iron 

oxides and organic matter and plays a role to prevent As from being absorbed (Syu et al., 2013).  

On the other hand, Arsenic is released into the soil solution under the reduction of iron oxides (Syu 

et al., 2013). Since this experiment has no long periods of flooding, has low organic matter and 

increasing mine tailing in soil, we theorized that iron plaques are not formed. Although there may 

be a release of As from iron oxides during irrigation to plants in soil solution.    

 

             Lead accumulation in edible plant tissues 
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 Lead availability to plants depends on the organic matter and pH of the soil (Sauve et al., 

1998). However, the organic matter influence occurs mostly at neutral pH and no remarkable 

effect towards acidity of 6.0 and lower where pH plays the role to support the activity of Pb+2 ion 

even in the presence of OM (Sauve et al,. 1998). In this experiment the organic matter and pH 

decrease with increasing mine tailings, and that is a reason why Pb+2  is available to plants.  

P. murex (Pedaliaceae), absorbs lead in its leaves and stems (Kannan et al. 2010).  In 

addition, the seed oil of P. murex was previously reported to accumulate lead (Zhu et al. 2011); 

affirming the accumulation of Pb in the seeds of the plants related to this family. This current study 

shows increasing mean values of Pb in seeds of sesame as the mine tailings increase in soils which 

means that sesame is able to accumulate Pb more as the soil content increases.   

Ali and Al-Qahtani (2012) reported that arugula accumulates a considerable amount of lead 

in leaves with mean value of 4.7 μg g-1, and the accumulation depends on the contents in soils. In 

our experiment, arugula leaves accumulated an average value of 11.5 μg g-1 (T3) increasing from 

0.2 μg g-1 (T1) concurrent  to the increase of Pb in soils, but not as efficient as that of sesame seeds.  

The absorption of lead in corchorus is dependent on the Pb content of soil (Dosum et al. 

2003), and in this study the pattern of increasing Pb in leaves according to the treatments is 

observed. Lead contents of the plant leaves increased about five times of T1 in T3. Therefore, the 

three plants absorbed Pb depends on the contents of it in soils.  

 

 Cadmium accumulation in edible plant tissues 

The absorption and distribution of cadmium in the plant depends on the species of the plant 

(Dunbar et al. 2003). The availability of the metal in soils depends on the pH, where decreasing 
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pH has been reported to increase the solubility of cadmium (Seregin and Ivanov, 2001), and here 

the treatments ranges from neutral to acid where Cd becomes available (Table 1). 

It was reported that Cd absorption is enhanced in the presence of Pb (Queiroz et al., 2014), 

which can be a clue as to why Cd is at its high levels in these plants. Cadmium correlates with Pb 

in sesame seeds, corchorus and arugula leaves (r=0.87, 0.67, 0.37). Both Cd and Pb in soils of this 

experiment are increasing in the plant tissues (Table1). Both Pb and Cd are structurally similar, 

thus they act upon absorption by plants in a similar manner (Seregin and Ivanov, 2001).  

Brassica juncea is the best example of phytoremediation plant where it accumulates high 

amounts cadmium (Brown et al., 1995), and arugula is from same family indicating that this family 

is effective to accumulate Cd. Also, leafy crops are candidates for efficient accumulators of Cd 

such as lettuce (Brown et al., 1995). Arugula in this study accumulated high contents of Cd in the 

tissues with mean value of 4.63 μg g-1. 

Corchorus is found to absorb cadmium proportional to the Cd contents of the soil (Dosums 

et al. 2003); and in the present study, corchorus accumulated the highest amount in T3 with a mean 

value of 4.66 μg g-1. The accumulation of Cd is therefore dependent here mainly on the plant 

species and Cd contents of the soils supported by Pb. 

 

Nickel accumulation in edible plant tissues 

The absorption of nickel depends mainly on its bioavailability in soil, and this availability 

depends on the soil pH, as decreasing soil acidity supports the availability in the soils (Robinson 

et al. 1999). The highest Ni accumulating plant is the sesame seeds with an average value of 1.8 
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μg g-1 (T1). This might be related to the fact that seeds of some plant such as soybean are strong 

absorbents of Ni (Cataldo et al., 1978).  

Alyssum bertolonii from Brassicaceae is known for its efficiency in the absorption of Ni 

(Robinson et al. 1997), and the content of Ni in soil plays a role to support the accumulation in the 

arugula leave tissues increasingly reaching 1.08 μg g-1 in T3. 

 Yusuf et al. (2003) reported that C. olitorus accumulated Ni at values of about 2.06 μg g-

1, and this was dependent on the Ni contents of the soils. In our plant, the mean values do not 

exceed 0.88 µg g-1 in T1; and more than that, the plant is not influence by the increase in soils 

where T3 is lower than T1. The value of Ni in top soils is about 6.4 μg g-1 higher than that of mine 

tailings with value of about 5.5 μg g-1, therefore nickel decreased as treatments of mine tailing 

increase. However, the plants accumulation of Ni increased with increasing Ni concentration in 

soils.  

 

Metal concentration in sesame seeds 

Most of the metals here in this study have detectable in the seeds of sesame. Seeds are from 

the reproductive stage. The principle of allocation of productivity states that the reproductive stage 

should be provisioned with most of what the growth stage was provided with (Bazzaz et al., 1987). 

As, Pb, Zn, Ni, and Cd was observed in the seeds of the sesame demonstrating the translocation 

and physiology of the plant. Creger et al. (1992) observed both arsenic and lead concentrations in 

the fruits of apricot (Prunus armeniaca L.) and `Gala' apple (Malus domestica Borkh.) and it was 

associated with these two toxicants in soils. Thus, such an indication should be considered when 

having fruits and seeds from plants that are near to contamination sites.  
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 Leaves of arugula and corchorus accumulation variations indicate various 

resistance to metals absorption 

Some species accumulates more than other in similar tissues, arugula leaves to corchorus 

leaves for example. The nature of the species might explain why arugula accumulate higher 

arsenic, nickel and zinc in leaves more than corchorus leaves. Some species could have defense 

systems in their roots that enable them to prevent the accumulation of metals. For example, the 

roots of some plants produce so-called borders cells that produce mucilage layer, and the 

correlation between the productions of border cells and the uptake of As was found inversely in 

Brassicaceae (Hawes et al., 2016). The mucilage layer is a protective layer several microns thick 

located around the plant roots, and contains a glucan, a polyuronide, and heterogeneous 

polysaccharides (Oades, 1978). Therefore, these border cells might be a root protective system 

from toxicants. Arugula accumulated higher arsenic, nickel and zinc in its leaves than corchorus 

leaves which might indicate that corchorus has better production of border cells in the roots. Some 

species of corchorus are from Malvaceae (Benor et al., 2012), and some species from this family 

such as Gossypium histutum was found to produce border cells ranging from 8000 to 10,000 cell 

24h-1, while Brassica spp. do not produce these cell (Hawes et al., 2002). Therefore, the fluctuation 

levels of these metals between arugula and corchorus might be related to the absence and presence 

of these border cells.  

 The ability of mucilage to bind heavy metals varies, and lead is absorbed more than other 

metals such as Cu and Cd (Morelet al., 1986). In this study, lead in corchorus is 5.15 μg g-1 and 

11.54 μg g-1 in arugula leaves, indicating a weaker system of border cells in arugula when 

compared with corchorus. Zinc has the same pattern in both plants (Table 2). Higher Pb in arugula 

and being from a family that does not produce border cells (and mucilage layer) demonstrates that 
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corchorus may be less influenced by the soil Pb concentration than arugula and that border cells 

along the root zone can successfully act as a protective system. 

 

Hyperaccumulation of some metals 

Where the bioconcentration factor is greater than 1.0, the plant is considered a 

hyperaccumulator (McGrath et al. 2003). The arugula is a hyperaccumulator of both Cd in all 

treatments, and Zn in T1 only, corchorus is a hyperaccumulator of Cd in T3, and sesame is a 

hyperaccumulator of Zn in T1 (Table 3).  

Plants that exhibit high tolerance to a metal called are constitutional tolerant, and those 

exhibit tolerance to several metals called co-tolerant (Antosiewicz, 1992). Thus, to classify these 

three plants in our experiment, sesame and corchorus are identified as constitutional tolerant plants 

while arugula is from co-tolerant. 

Plants vary in the accumulation of Cd (Kannan et al. 2010; Dunbar et al. 2003). As a result, 

the nature of the plant could be an explanation for the accumulation of Cd in our three species at 

different levels; both arugula and corchorus are stronger than sesame in absorbing Cd.  

An aquaponic experiment on Thlaspi caerulescen which is from Brssicaceae, (Cosio et 

al., 2004), has shown that the accumulation of Cd and Zn is well regulated. Increasing levels of 

both metals in the medium, increases the absorption by of Cd by T. caerulescen but Zn. This 

plant has an accumulation capacity of Cd, it removes Cd to inactive sites in the mesophyll of the 

leaves which supports the absorption of Cd by a specific Cd- activated carrier-mediated 

mechanism on the cell wall. At the same time, Zn was regulated differently and the accumulation 
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switched off upon high levels in the medium. That might explain why hyperaccumulation of Zn 

by arugula was only in T1 while Cd hyperaccumulation was in all three treatments. 

This accumulation behavior occurs with Cd in arugula and corchorus and with Zn in 

arugula and sesame might also be related to the mobility of the metals, where some metals are 

more mobile than others such as Cd and Zn than Pb (Weis and Peddrick, 2004). Therefore, the 

accumulation activity depend on the plants ability to extract the elements and the mobility of the 

elements.  

 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations/World Health 

Organization’s Codex Alimentarius International Food Standards and USFDA 

program 

Here the concentration of the metals per the fresh weight (weight upon harvesting) is 

compared to Codex and USFDA values. For sesame, we compared the values to oil and rice. The 

maximum levels of As suggested by Codex for oils and rice are 0.1 μg g-1 and 0.2 μg g-1 

respectively, and for lead in edible oils is 0.1 μg g-1(Codex, 2017). In this study, all treatment 

exceeded the Codex maximum level for As even in T1.  However, it is important to note that we 

are comparing the whole seeds to the pure oil that would be extracted from the sesame. Therefore, 

the recommendation is to solely analyze the oil after extraction. Since the oil yield is 50 to 57 % 

of the whole seeds products (Ag Marketing Resource Center, 2018), we can assume the oil may 

contain less As than that of the whole seed materials  

Additionally, when comparing the sesame seeds arsenic concentrations to the rice As 

maximum value, As reported here exceeded this level for rice. Rice is chosen here as it is seed, 
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and they both can be traditionally roasted and consumed. Although rice consumption is made 

greater than sesame seeds.  

US Department of Agriculture (USDA) considers seeds as part of the protein food group 

including peanuts (USDA, 2017). Since sesame seeds have not been included in the USFDA 

Market Basket study, we compared sesame seeds to the next closest food type and oil source, 

which are peanuts. Thus, maximum levels of the five metals in peanuts reported on Codex are 

much lower than what we found in sesame here (Table 5). It might be that peanuts do not 

accumulate these contaminants in seeds as sesame does. A study by Chaudhuri et al. (2003) 

showed that peanut plants grown in contaminated soil with Cd, Ni and Pb in the roots tissues rather 

than in the greens hoot. 

For arugula and corchorus, the values are compared to values reported for lettuce and 

leafy values in the USFDA Market Basket Study (2018).  Table 6 shows the average values of 

the five metals reported in the market basket study (USFDA, 2018). All of these values are much 

lower than those of the sesame, arugula and corchorus.   

 

Implications derived from the study  

This study lacks exposure assessments and risk characterization brought by these plants 

with these contaminants, thus we are not able to decide whether these levels in these three edible 

portions would bring risk to consumers. However, we assume protection before having human 

health issues is the right decision. As we have seen the plants in this study are active accumulator 

of As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn, cautionary recommendations should be provided to people who grow 

their crops in soils near contamination activities such as mining sites. These three crops should 
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not be farmed on contaminated soils with these metal(loids). Arugula, sesame then corchorus 

accumulate contaminants in their edible portions, leaves and seeds at high levels. Not only these 

three plants but also other species related to these three families should not be practiced as their 

structural aspects do not support resistance to toxicants accumulation. Species such as Brassica 

alba (white mustard) and Brassica rapa (rape mustard) are as sensitive as arugula since the 

defense system is almost absent from these species (Hawes et al., 202). Farmers should be aware 

of these crops; thus they might stop practicing arugula, corchorus and sesame on these sites, 

replace them with less accumulating species or stop cropping on these sites.  

The soils on farms should be analyzed periodically to ensure no contamination to crops 

specifically as contaminants such as these in this study which could be moved to farms 

transported by winds, rains and dust. Once these metal(loids) are present in soils and other than 

changing the crops, it is suggested also to change the properties of soils such as pH and b EC 

where these contaminants availability to plants could be minimized. For example, when Pb- 

contaminated soils are found on the farms, biochar amendments could be applied to immobilize 

Pb and preventing plants from absorbing it, however, it failed to immobilize As in this study 

(Ahmad et al., 2017). In other studies, biochar was found to immobilize As rapidly (Beesley and 

Marta, 2011). Some other amendments would prevent the bioavailability of several metals in 

soils. For example, Houben et al (2012) found that amending the soils with calcium carbonate 

(CaCO3) would minimize the mobility of each of Cd, Pb and Zn decreasing their levels in plant 

tissues of white lupin (Lupinus albus L.) to 86.5%, 74.2% and 88.5% respectively compared with 

plants grown in soils not treated with CaCO3.  

Other sources of contaminations on farms could be brought by the irrigation facilities 

where lead as that of the greenhouse in this experiment was brought by specific type of emitters. 
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Therefore, water should be analyzed and maintained regulated, and irrigation facilities should be 

considered and replaced as soon as they have contamination released with water. For example, 

metallic irrigators should be replaced with plastic ones. These recommendations should be 

delivered to farmers in easy and understandable ways using basic and simple language. They 

should become aware of the risk brought by these plants grown near contamination sites and 

aware of what should be done in order to minimize and avoid health issues.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Zinc is the highest accumulated contaminant in the tissues of the three plants then As, Pb, 

then Cd and finally Ni. Nickel absorption did not follow a specific relationship with the metal 

concentrations in the soils, while Zn, As, Pb, and Cd showed corresponding metal contents in the 

tissues of the plants to those in soils. The concentration of these metals, the species pf the plant 

and the nature of the metals are strong factors to support the accumulation by these plants.  

Limitations of this study include the size of the analyzed plants, greenhouse versus the 

natural farms, temperature in and outside the greenhouse and water through the greenhouse 

facility versus rains or river waters may create differences when studying plants from greenhouse 

to that of wide areas of agriculture. Thus, future aims are to conduct studies on farms of these 

three crops to gain sufficient accuracy and results.  

This study pointed out some significant new findings. They include: 1) arugula was found 

with tolerant behavior toward zinc and cadmium, 2) corchorus showed a tolerance behavior toward 

only cadmium and 3) sesame with zinc. Thus, the threat of toxicity when consuming these plants 

may increase in case of arugula than the other two crops.  
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Both of sesame and corchorus are rarely studied within the conditions of this experiment. 

This study indiciates that sesame and corchorus introduced them with different inorganic 

contaminants at different levels and showed them as a strong accumulators that are able to 

scavenge for inorganics in soil. Therefore, these plants should not be consumed before assuring 

from where they are grown. 

The amounts of As and heavy metals in these plants maybe an indication of a weak defense 

system against metals in the plants. Thus, which crop of these three is at more risk in a vicinity a 

mining and/or contaminated site? With respect to arsenic: arugula > sesame > corchorus.  

Most of these crops, under these conditions, accumulated more than the international 

standards recommended for consumption by Codex. This finding should trigger the attention of 

food authorities and policy makers towards farms that are cultivated near mining sites. It is 

recommended that sesame seeds must have standards, as clear as rice, since it is an important food 

source. Even the leafy plants should be classified in depth by USFDA Market study fact sheet. 

Arugula for its high tolerance should be mentioned as clear as lettuce in the list of products of 

USFDA, and as well as corchorus. 

People who live in countries with no strong restrictions on farming practices and crops 

sources should be aware of their soils and crops since less awareness of such practices near 

contaminated sites might lead to serious health issues. 
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Figure 1.  Concentration of zinc in the three edible parts with the p-value difference between 

treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the plants while Y axis represents 

the levels of Zn in the plants tissues. 
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Statistical differences between treatments per each plant, Tukey's test p-values: 

Sesame: (T3 and T2) = 0.013; (T3 and T1) = 0.037, Arugula: (T3 and T2) = 0.006; (T3 and T1) = 0.006, Corchorus: (T3 and T2) = 0.0001 

; (T3 and T1) = 0.0001    

  Keys: T1 =0%, T2 = 25% and T3 = 50% mine tailings                                                                          
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Figure 2. Concentration of Arsenic in the three edible parts with the p-value difference between 

treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the plants while Y axis represents 

the levels of As in the plants tissues. 
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Statistical differences between treatments per each plant, Tukey's test p-values: 

Sesame: (T3 and T1) = 0.01 

Keys: T1 =0%, T2 = 25% and T3 = 50% mine tailings                                                                          
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Figure 3. Concentration of lead in the three edible parts with the p-value difference between 

treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the plants while Y axis represents 

the levels of Pb in the plants tissues. 
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Statistical differences between treatments per each plant, Tukey's test p-values: 

Sesame: (T3 and T1) = 0.01; (T3 and T2) = 0.06  

Keys: T1 =0%, T2 = 25% and T3 = 50% mine tailings                                                                          
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Figure 4. Concentration of cadmium in the three edible parts with the p-value difference between 

treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the plants while Y axis represents 

the levels of Cd in the plants tissues. 
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Statistical differences between treatments per each plant, Tukey's test p-values: 

Sesame: (T3 and T1) = 0.0001; (T3 and T2) =0.0004; Arugula: (T3 and T1) = 0.0001; (T3 and T2) =0.0052; Corchorus: (T3 and T1) 

= 0.0008; (T3 and T2) = 0.0013  

Keys: T1 =0%, T2 = 25% and T3 = 50% mine tailings                                                                          
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Figure 5. Concentration of nickel in the three edible parts with the p-value difference between 

treatments. X axis represents both treatments and the part of the plants while Y axis represents 

the levels of Ni in the plants tissues. 
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Statistical differences between treatments per each plant, Tukey's test p-values: 

None 

Keys: T1 =0%, T2 = 25% and T3 = 50% mine tailings                                                                          
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Tables 

 

     Table 1. Concentration of   As, Cd, Ni, Pb Zn and Fe and plant available phosphate in soils.  

Soil and 

Treatment 

Ni 

μg g-1 

Zn 

μg g-1 

As 

μg g-1 

Cd 

μg g-1 

Pb 

μg g-1 

Fe 

μg g-1 
PO4 pH EC /cm 

Mine waste 5.5 2720 3243 6.3 2413 91290  -  3.2 4.9 mS 

Top soil 6.4 64.7 5.7 0.3 19.8 7590  -  7.6 749.5 uS 

SunGro 1.4 24.1 1.7 0.2 41.6 1200  -  4.3 1.2 mS 

T1 (0%) 4.7 73.3 4.8 0.2 18.9 8200 397.8 6.9 702.6 uS 

T2 (25%) 5.1 1046 962.1 2.3 690.6 31504 64.4 6.2 1.7 mS 

T3 (50%) 7.5 2752 1068.7 4.5 920.5 34810 20.6 6.04 2.3 Ms 

T4 (75%) 7.5 2149 1498.9 6.4 1382 47140 10.6 3.9 4.23 mS 

Water  μg l-1  -   -  1.87  -  346.3    -  7.4  -  

 

 

 

       Table 2.  Concentrations of total As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn in the plant edible parts 

Plant Tissue Treatments Zn μg g-1 As μg g-1 Cd μg g-1 Pb μg g-1 Ni  μg g-1 

    Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D Mean ±St.D 

Sesame Seeds** T1 (0%) 139.3 4.1 1.6 0.8 0.1 0.01 1.3 0.8 1.9 2.4 

  T2 (25%) 120.7 29 11.6 5.9 0.3 0.01 5.9 2.8 0.2 0.1 

  T3 (50%) 223.6 52.6 26.9 13.5 1.3 0.4 15.5 7.3 0.8 0.2 

                        

Arugula Leaves T1 (0%) 283.0 172.3 3.2 1.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 

  T2 (25%) 284.5 93.2 70.7 72.3 2.6 0.7 2.5 1.7 0.2 0.1 

  T3 (50%) 889.1 194.8 86.9 33.6 4.6 0.8 11.5 12.1 0.4 0.1 

                        

Corchorus Leaves T1 (0%) 45.7 29.6 1.6 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.9 1.2 

  T2 (25%) 45.2 16.1 7.7 2.8 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.01 

  T3 (50%) 459.5 114.2 16.4 12.4 4.7 1.7 5.1 6.6 0.5 0.1 

                        

Radish Leaves T1 (0%) 126.7 83.6 4.7 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.9 0.7 1 0.8 

  T2 (25%) 402.7 90.9 61.1 15.1 4.1 1.5 3.3 0.9 0.7 0.1 

Radish Roots T1 (0%) 70.5 36.7 1.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 

  T2 (25%) 108.9 25.1 10.6 2.4 0.6 0.1 1.8 1 0.1 0.01 

       **seeds were not dried so the concentrations are for the fresh weight 
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      Table 3. Bioconcentration factor of metals by the three edible tissues of the plants 

    Ni μg g-1 Zn μg g-1 As μg g-1 Cd μg g-1 Pb μg g-1 

Sesame * 

seeds T1 (0%) 0.4 1.9 0.3 0.4 0.07 

  T2 (25%) 0.05 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01 

  T3 (50%) 0.1 0.08 0.03 0.3 0.02 

Arugula 

leaves T1 (0%) 0.08 3.9 0.7 2.1 0.01 

  T2 (25%) 0.04 0.3 0.07 1.1 0.004 

  T3 (50%) 0.06 0.3 0.08 1.02 0.01 

Corchorus 

leaves T1 (0%) 0.19 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.01 

  T2 (25%) 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.17 0.001 

  T3 (50%) 0.07 0.17 0.02 1.03 0.01 

             * Fresh weight 

 

 

 

Table 4.  Concentration of toxic metals in the plants per fresh weight 

  Ni  μg g-1  Zn  μg g-1   As   μg g-1 Cd μg g-1 Pb μg g-1 

  Mean St.D Mean St.D Mean St.D Mean St.D Mean St.D 

RL T1 0.5 ±0.5 65.09 ±47.9 2.3 ±0.4 0.1 ±0.04 0.4 ±0.4 

 T2 0.4 ±0.1 234.9 ±42.6 36.7 ±11.8 2.4 ±0.4 1.9 ±0.3 

RR T1 0.1 ±0.1 38.1 ±23.4 1.0 ±0.2 0.07 ±0.04 0.1 ±0.05 

 T2 0.1 ±0.02 47.6 ±22.1 4.4 ±1.2 0.2 ±0.03 0.8 ±0.5 

AL T1 0.2 ±0.1 143.8 ±94.7 1.6 ±0.8 0.2 ±0.09 0.1 ±0.07 

 T2 0.1 0.02 152.3 ±44.9 38.4 ±39.5 1.4 ±0.3 1.4 ±1 

 T3 0.3 ±0.9 510.3 ±236.8 49.5 ±27.2 2.7 ±0.6 5.1 ±7.2 

CL T1 0.7 ±0.95 38.5 ±28.6 1.3 ±0.6 0.07 ±0.002 0.2 ±0.1 

 T2 0.1 ±0.03 39.3 ±15.3 6.7 ±2.6 0.3 ±0.04 0.4 ±0.4 

 T3 0.5 ±0.1 433.4 ±102.2 15.3 ±11.3 4.5 ±1.5 4.8 ±1.04 

SS T1 1.9 ±2.4 139.3 ±4.1 1.6 ±0.8 0.07 ±0.01 1.3 ±0.8 

 T2 0.2 ±0.1 120.7 ±29 11.6 ±5.9 0.3 ±0.04 5.9 ±2.8 

 T3 0.8 ±0.2 223.7 ±52.7 27 ±13.5 1.4 ±0.4 15.5 ±7.3 

RL= radish leaves, RR= radish roots, AL = arugula leaves, SS =sesame seeds; T1 = 0%. T2 

=25%, T3 =50% 
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          Table 5. Average mean of each element in peanuts and lettuce and leafy crops through                      

          USFDA (2018) 

Element μg g-1 Ni   Zn   As  Cd  Pb  

Peanuts 0.8  33.2 0.03 0.08 0.01* 

Lettuce and leafy  0.15 3.1 0.03 0.16 0.02 

                               *calculated as in Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2013 
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ABSTRACT 

  This experiment examines the extent to which the sunflower plant can protect arugula 

when grown at contaminated sites with elevated levels of As and heavy metals. Sunflower and 

arugula were grown together in soils with elevated levels of As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn to determine 

whether the sunflower could protect arugula, a sensitive crop. Arugula and sunflowers were 

grown apart from each other, and intercropped. The leaves of arugula and the roots of the 

sunflower were analyzed for As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn using Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass 

Spectrometry (ICP-MS). The order of accumulation in arugula leaves was: Zn> As> Pb> Cd> Ni.  

The order of accumulation in sunflower roots was: Zn> Ni> As> Pb> Cd. Arugula 

hyperaccumulated Cd and Zn, and sunflowers hyperaccumulated Ni. Ni concentrations were 

greater in the arugula grown without sunflowers, while Zn decreased. The sunflower plant did 

not offer effective protection except for in the case with Zn, where the Zn concentrations in the 

arugula decreased when intercropped with sunflowers. Overall, the results showed that the 

sunflower absorbed more Zn than the arugula, but no statistically significant difference was 

observed for As, Cd, Pb and Zn in the arugula tissues intercropped with sunflower. However, 

there was a decrease of As, Cd, Pb and Zn concentrations in the sunflower roots when grown 

with arugula, which may be associated with intercropping with arugula. Additionally, sunflower 

hyperaccumulated Ni while arugula hyperaccumulated both Zn and Cd. Interestingly, the 

concentration of Ni increased in both the sunflower and arugula when intercropped.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Inorganic contaminants such as arsenic (As), lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), and zinc (Zn) 

have been a threat to crops in farms since these contaminants are transported by water and winds 

from contamination sites to adjacent areas where they become available to plants absorption  

(Pruvot et al., 2006). These contaminants come from different sources such as pesticides, waste 

water and mining, and there are several methods to support remediation of lands such as 

immobilization techniques using amendments, soil washing and phytoremediation using plants 

(Wuana and Felix, 2011). All of these methods are operated to protect both soil and plants.  

Phytoremediation is a broad term that is vegetation- based remediation with symbiotic 

microorganisms to mitigate the toxicity of soils and also known bioremediation and Green 

Remediation (Chaney et al., 1997; Pilon, 2005). There are many types of phytoremediation in 

soils. For example:  

• Phytoextraction which usually is used for accumulating bioavailable metals from soils by 

plants  (Mertens et al., 2005)  

• Phytotransformation refers to the uptake of organic compounds from soils or ground 

water by plants  

(Dietz et al., 2001) 

• Phytostabilization in which plants reduce the bioavailability of toxic metals in soils 

(Salt et al., 1995).  

• Phytodegradation or rhizodegradation in which the contaminants are biodegraded by 

rhizosphere activities,  

• Rhizofiltration which involves the uptake of contaminants by plant roots from water 

(Vidali, 2001). 
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Here we are going to focus on combining and intercropping of a crop with known metal 

phytoextractors as an attempt to protect the crop. Intercropping practices are growing one two or 

more crops in the same field (Liebman et al., 1993). They have been used to increase the yield of 

crops (Andrade et al., 2012), but little is known about whether intercropping can be manipulated 

to protect crops from soil contamination. There are some plants have been used for extracting 

contaminants from soils. One of these plants is the sunflower (Helianthus annuus) which has 

been known to tolerate and accumulate toxicants (Wuana and Felix, 2011).  Sunflower is an oil 

producing plant and has been famous in different countries such as in Pakistan with average 

yield of 816.4 kg per ha and average annual production of 612,530 tones (Imran et al, 2013). 

Sunflower is a dicot, annual, and herbal plant that is part of the Asteraceae (USDA) family. 

Sunflower plants survive well on contaminated soils and is capable of storing arsenic, lead and 

cadmium in its roots (Madejón et al., 2003; Marchiol et al., 2007). Sunflower has efficiency 

absorbed several metals such as chromium, lead, nickel and zinc, via phytofilteration due to the 

plant’s dense roots (Salt et al., 1995).  With these characteristics, are sunflower plants able to 

protect other crops via intercropping since the soil conditions might be different from water 

conditions? 

Arugula (Eruca vesicaria) is a dicot, annual, and herbal plant and is part of the 

Brassicaceae family. Plants within the brassicaceae family are known to accumulate high 

contents of Zn (Broadley et al. 2007), arsenic (Ramirez-Andreotta et al. 2013), and Ni (Robinson 

et al. 1997). Unlike the sunflower, arugula is a leafy crop, which tends to accumulate 

contaminants in its leaves (Jung and Thornton, 1996), which are edible.  
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The goal of this experiment is to test whether intercropping of a known hyperaccumulator 

could “protect” the arugula and reduce the concentration of arsenic, cadmium, lead, nickel and 

zinc in the arugula leaves.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this experiment, the crops are grown near to each other in pots with contaminated soil 

to measure whether the roots of sunflower are able to minimize the contents of contaminants in 

soils from being available for the arugula. The leaves of arugula will be analyzed for the 

concentration of arsenic, cadmium, lead, nickel and zinc under two conditions: with and without 

the presence of the sunflower. In addition, the sunflower roots tissues were analyzed the same 

way arugula leaves tissues are to examine whether there is an effect on the concentration of 

metals in the roots in case there is another crop next to it, arugula in this experiment. 

 

Site description 

Mine tailings were brought from Iron King Mine and Humboldt Smelter (IKMHSS). The 

site is located in Yavapai County, Arizona, in the United States. It is divided into two parts, the 

Iron King mine (34°30’02.11”N) and the Humboldt Smelter (112°15’08.75”W). It was listed on 

U.S Environmental Protection Agency’s National Priorities List in 2008.  The pH of these mine 

tailings is 2.5 to 3.5, high levels of As and Pb (> 3000 mg kg−1 each), EC 6.5–9 ds m−1, a loam 

texture (34.7%, 44.8%, and 20.4% clay) (Solís-Dominguez et al., 2012). Each of total carbon, 

total organic carbon and total nitrogen are below detection limit; each of As, Ni, Pb and Zn plant 

available in mine tailings are 610, 3.7, 4.2 and 1800 mg kg-1 respectively (Gil-Loaiza et al., 

2016) Arsenic was observed at elevated levels in soils as wind and water transport this metal to 
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the adjacent residential areas (Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2013). The acidity of this mine tailing at 

the top 0.5 m is brought by the transformation of ferrous iron sulfides to ferrihydrite and gypsum 

which is weathered to form jarosite with low pH, 7.3 – 2.3, and the concentrations of each of As, 

Pb and Zn in the bulk tailing increase with depth (Root et al., 2015). However, the concentration 

of Fe and S reveal minor variation with depth indicating that mineralogical activities might occur 

locally in the profile with minor translocation of both Fe and S to depth (Hayes et al., 2014). 

 

            Greenhouse setup 

The soil treatments used in this study are a mixture of mine tailings from IKMHSS with a 

combination of garden and top soils. The soil treatments were generated by mixing garden soil 

((SunGro Horticulture Sunshine #4 N&O w/ Myco 3.8cf)) and sandy top soil. The IKMHSS mine 

waste was added to the soil mixture resulting in two different treatment proportions with 0% (T1)  

and 50 % (T2) where this percentages stand for the dry weight of mine tailings in each pot. The 

greenhouse receives well water. The rate of irrigation for the greenhouse was 605 ml min-1 for 

each two days.  

Both sunflower plants and arugula were grown separately first as a control, then both the 

sunflower plants and arugula were intercropped. In both cases, they were grown in each of 0% 

(T1) and 50 % (T2). For plants grown without intercropping, we had four replicates of arugula and 

three of sunflower in T1. In T2, four arugulas and five sunflowers replicates were not intercropped. 

Then both plants were enter cropped in both treatments with five replicates of each treatments, T1 

and T2. Each sunflower was planted ten days before arugula was planted to allow the sunflower to 

develop a root system. The plants were thinned and for the remainder of the experiment, each pot 

had two arugula and one sunflower. The sunflower grew to a height of 50 cm on average produced 
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flowers in both treatments. The rate of irrigation for the greenhouse was 360 ml min-1 for each two 

days. The temperature in the greenhouse was maintained at 25�°. 

 

Harvesting and preparing of plants and soils for analysis 

Plants were harvested 25 days after arugula sprouted. Arugula leaves and sunflower roots 

leaves were washed properly using a 0.1M hydrochloric acid solution.  Samples were dried in the 

oven at 45�° to a constant weight, then ground to powder using pestle and mortar. Alcohol was 

used to clean the pestle and the mortar after each sample.  Samples were marked well and kept in 

coin envelops. Two samples of SunGro, top soils, mine tailings, both treatments were taken, sieved 

through a 2 mm sieve, dried at 45�°. Soils after that were milled and prepared for chemical 

analysis. 

 

Analysis of plant and soil samples 

0.1000 g of ground material of each part of both plant tissues were prepared with 1.0 mL 

concentrated HNO3 and one mL ultrapure water, N= 21. After predigestion, the samples were 

microwave digested (ramp to 200 Celsius over 20 minutes, and hold at 200 Celsius for 10 min) 

in the MARS 6 2016 microwave (CEM, Matthews NC 2016).  

Two replicates of each soil treatment as well as the SunGro horticulture garden soil, 

sandy topsoil, and mining waste were prepared.  To determine the levels of metal (loids) and pH 

in soils before plant growth, the samples of soils were taken the same time of mixing and sowing 

of the seeds, bagged then sent to the lab to be sieved through 2mm sieve and dry at 45�°. Soils 

were ground by ball mill (SPEX 8000D Mixer/Mill, Metuchen, Nj). Samples were microwave- 
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digested (modified from US EPA Method 3051) through a closed vessel technique in which 0.1g 

sample material is first pre-digested with 1mL concentrated nitric acid (Omni-trace HNO3, EMD 

Chemicals) at room temperature, followed by the addition of 1.0 mL ultrapure water (18Mohm). 

A  NIST sample of similar matrix (such as NIST 2711 Montana soil) is included in each batch. 

Solutions then were analyzed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP –MS -

Model 7700x, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). 

Solutions then were analyzed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP 

–MS -Model 7700x, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), with a quantifiable detection limit 

for Zn, As, Pb, Cd and Ni of 0.0248, 94, 1.2, 0.053, and 0.0616 ng L−1, respectively. The mean 

coefficient of variation for arsenic sample analysis was 1.66%. Calibration curves were created 

from multi-element standard solutions from Spex CertiPrep (Metuchen, NJ), and ranged from 1 

to 200ug L-1 for As and Pb, and 0.01 to 5ug L-1 for Hg prepared from a single element standard. 

Calibration correlation coefficients were > 0.999. Each batch also included measurement of at 

least two quality control (QC) solutions (High Purity Standards, Charleston, SC). Duplicate QC 

digests were made using certified reference material (Apple leaves NIST 1515).  Irrigation water 

was sampled and analyzed for the three metals using ICP-MS. 

Plant available phosphorus in the soils was measured using a water extract method (see 

Sorn-Srivichai et al., 1988).  The bioconcentration (BCF) factor was calculated. All statistical 

analysis is performed using Microsoft Excel 2013 (Microsoft Office Professional Plus, 2013). 

Student’s t-test was run to calculate the differences between concentrations of metals in the two 

plants. 
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            RESULTS  

General Results 

The treatments concentrations of contaminants, plants available phosphate and pH are 

shown in Table 1. The concentration of metals in both arugula leaves and sunflower roots are 

shown in Table 2 and 3. All five metals increased in both plants from T1 to T2 (Figure 1 through 

10).  The order of accumulation in arugula leaves is: Zn> As> Pb> Cd> Ni.  The order of 

accumulation in sunflower roots is: Zn> Ni> As> Pb> Cd. Arugula hyperaccumulated Cd and 

Zn, and sunflowers accumulate Ni (Table 4). 

 

           For the plants intercropped in T2 

When comparing the arugula leaves grown alone to the arugula grown with sunflowers, 

there was a significant statistical difference in the accumulation of Zn and Ni with p-values of 

0.0003 and 0.004 respectively. In the arugula leaves, the concentration of Zn decreased while Ni 

is increased. As, Cd, and Pb had no statistical differences in arugula leaves (Figure 1, 2, 3, 4 and 

5).  

When comparing the sunflower roots grown with and without arugula in T2, all of Zn, As, 

Cd and Pb have statistical differences and p-values of 0.03, 0.03, 0.01 and 0.03 respectively 

(alpha =0.05). The four metals in roots of the sunflower in T2 decreased when grown with 

arugula (Figure 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10). 

 

 

DISCUSSION 
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Arugula leaves tissues contents 

As mentioned above, arugula was reported to accumulate several metals. In this 

experiment, there was a decrease of Zn when arugula was grown with the sunflower (Table 2). 

As mentioned above, the sunflower plant develops a dense root system, and these roots are close 

to the zone in which the arugula is growing. One characteristic of the sunflower roots is its 

ability to readily absorbed Zn (Salt et al., 1995), thus in this case, perhaps Zn becomes less 

available to the arugula. In this experiment, both the arugula leaves and sunflower roots had 

decreased concentrations of Zn when they are intercropped (Figure 1 and 6), indicating there 

maybe competition between the two species. The absorption of Zn is dependent on its contents in 

the soils where higher contents of Zn in soils leads to higher absorption activity by plants 

(Alkorta et al. 2004). In T2, high levels of Zn in soils, soil pH of 6.04, and the nature of both 

plants to accumulate Zn indicates that the decrease in both plants might occurs when they grow 

next to each other. 

Nickel has the opposite accumulation pattern. More Nickel went to arugula leaves when 

arugula was grown next to the sunflower. Arugula is a plant from the Brassicaceae, which is known 

for its absorption of Ni (Robinson et al. 1997).  Here, Ni increases reaching 0.4 μg g-1 in T2 alone, 

and 1.0 μg g-1 when grown in the same treatment with sunflower. Even in T1, Ni increases in 

arugula leaves in presence of sunflower next to the arugula (Table 2). It might be the sunflower 

that support the contents of Ni in the zone of arugula roots. Roots of the plants increase the 

solubility of metals by several methods; acidification and metal-chelating molecules are two 

techniques by plants roots (Raskin et al., 1997), therefore the crowd of roots by the two crops  

might play a role in the amounts of chelating agents and acids that facilitate the availability of Ni 

for both plants. Some intercropping experiments have reported that species from different plant 
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families facilitate each other and enhance the absorption of nutrients such as iron, phosphorus and 

nitrogen in a behavior called interspecific facilitation (Zhang and Long, 2003). Here, perhaps we 

have interspecific facilitation of Ni, a non- essential element. A similar finding was reported on 

Cd absorption by maize. It was found that when maize is intercropped with legumes, the absorption 

of Cd is enhanced (Liu et al., 2013). Therefore, we may be witnessing the sunflower enhancing 

the absorption of Ni by arugula. 

 

Sunflower roots contents 

Each of As, Cd and Pb concentrations decrease in the sunflower roots when grown with 

arugula (Figure 3, 4 and 5). In this study, Cd is hyperaccumulated by arugula (Table 3). Thus, a 

correlation between the decreases of Cd in root tissues while increasing in the leaves of arugula 

could be an explanation. 

The decrease in As in root tissues of the sunflower could come from the plant itself since 

its absorption of As, and Cd, also is weak (Madejón, et al., 2003; Marchiol et al. 2007). In our 

experiment, BCF indicates weak absorption to As and Cd in the roots of the sunflowers, and 

more decreasing for As when grown with arugula (Table 3). 

The decreasing concentrations of As, Pb and Cd in sunflower roots could be an indication 

of a slower absorption by sunflower than that by arugula. This low absorption capacity might 

come from having barriers against metals accumulation in roots. For example, the roots of plants 

from the Asteraceae  produce higher numbers of root border cells than plants from the  

Brassicaceae family (Hawes et al., 2002). For example, Helianthus annus produce about 1800 -

2000 cell while some Brassica spp has no border cells (Hawes et al., 2002). These border cells 
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produce mucilage (Hawes et al., 2016), and the mucilage layer is a protective layer located 

around the plant roots, and contains a glucan, a polyuronide, and heterogeneous polysaccharides 

(Oades, 1978). An inverse correlation between the productions of border cells and the uptake of 

As was found in plants from the Brassicaceae family (Hawes et al., 2016). Thus, theses border 

cells might be a reason why sunflower resists the contents of As allowing arugula to fast 

accumulate arsenic in the zone of both plant roots. The same explanation might apply for Pb and 

Cd as Pb then Cd can be captured by the the border cell mucilage (Morelet al., 1986). In 

addition, we have preferential binding to metals by border cell mucilage. In this study, Ni and Zn 

are not as strongly bound to the mucilage as Pb and Cd are, perhaps explaining why we have 

high contents of Ni and Zn in the roots.  

 

Limitations of the study 

 Each pot had one sunflower and on average two arugula plants growing at one time. 

Perhaps the number of sunflowers are not enough to have a strong phytoprotection to arugula. 

Liphadzi et al. (2003) found that the density of the plants of the sunflowers and the chemical 

facilitation affect the absorption where higher number of plants and additional EDTA result in 

higher absorption activity. In addition, we do not know if we add chemicals into the soils, such 

as EDTA, would increase the capacity of sunflower to absorb more Pb and Cd and decrease the 

concentration of them in the arugula tissues as a result or know. The replicates of each sunflower 

and arugula intercropped were five in each treatments which may need more replicates in the 

future to reveal more accurate results.  
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CONCLUSION  

This experiments is an attempt to engineer a protective method to grow crops through 

friendly environmental practices.  In addition, it is affordable to intercrop several species such as 

these in the experiment in a hope to protect one species by another in contaminated soils. This 

experiment was aimed to protect arugula by the roots of sunflowers in contaminated soils with 

As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn. According to the results of this experiment, sunflower is not always the 

right species to intercrop with arugula in contaminated soils. 

Most metals studied on arugula here could not be alleviated in soils by the sunflower 

plant. Arsenic, lead and cadmium did not decrease significantly in the leaves of arugula when 

they were grown with the sunflower. Moreover, nickel concentrations increased in the arugula 

leaves when grown with the sunflower. With the exception of Zn, the results of this study do not 

directly support the intercropping of arugula with sunflowers.  

Several other findings are shown in this study. Both plants are hyperaccumulators of 

some specific metals. Arugula is a hyperaccumulator of Zn and Cd, while sunflower is a Ni-

hyperaccumulator. Based on this study, the sunflower could be utilized to phytoextract nickel 

from contaminated soils.  

Interspecific facilitation might benefit with nutrients, but in this case, not with toxicants. 

However, with regards to phytoextraction of nickel by the sunflower, we suggest intercropping 

the sunflower with other plants that can accumulate nickel increase the amount of Ni uptake.  
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Figures 

 

 

Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 1. The concentration of Zn arugula leaves. The contents of Zn decreases in T2 when 

arugula is grown next to the sunflower. X axis represents the increasing treatments and the plants 

when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis represents the levels 

of Zn in the leaves of arugula. 
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Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 2. The concentration of As in arugula leaves. Arsenic is not affected in arugula 

leaves by the intercropping with sunflower. X axis represents the increasing treatments and 

the plants when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis 

represents the levels of As in the leaves of arugula. 
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Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 3. The concentration of Pb in arugula leaves. Lead is not affected in arugula leaves 

by the intercropping with sunflower. X axis represents the increasing treatments and the 

plants when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis 

represents the levels of Pb in the leaves of arugula. 
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 Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 4. The concentration of Cd in arugula leaves. Cd contents in arugula leaves is not affected 

by the intercropping with sunflower. X axis represents the increasing treatments and the plants 

when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis represents the levels 

of Cd in the leaves of arugula. 
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 Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 5. The concentration of Ni in arugula leaves. Ni contents in arugula leaves increases by 

the intercropping with sunflower. X axis represents the increasing treatments and the plants when 

they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis represents the levels of Ni 

in the leaves of arugula. 
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Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2  

Figure 6. The concentration of Zn in arugula leaves. Zinc content in sunflower roots tissues 

decreases by the intercropping with arugula. X axis represents the increasing treatments and the 

plants when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis represents the 

levels of Zn in the roots of the sunflowers. 
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Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 7. The concentration of Ni in sunflower roots tissues. Nickel content in sunflower roots 

tissues increases by the intercropping with arugula. X axis represents the increasing treatments 

and the plants when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis 

represents the levels of Ni in the roots of the sunflowers. 
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Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 8. The concentration of As in sunflower roots tissues. Arsenic content in sunflower roots 

tissues decreases by the intercropping with arugula. X axis represents the increasing treatments 

and the plants when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis 

represents the levels of As in the roots of the sunflowers. 
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Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 9. The concentration of Pb in sunflower roots tissues. Lead content in sunflower roots 

tissues decreases by the intercropping with arugula. X axis represents the increasing treatments 

and the plants when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y axis 

represents the levels of Pb in the roots of the sunflowers. 
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 Keys: 0% =T1, 50% = T2 

Figure 10. The concentration of Cd in sunflower roots tissues. Cadmium content in sunflower 

roots tissues decreases by the intercropping with arugula. X axis represents the increasing 

treatments and the plants when they are intercropped and separately grown in both T1 and T2. Y 

axis represents the levels of Cd in the roots of the sunflowers. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Concentrations of nickel, zinc, arsenic, cadmium, lead and plant available phosphate in soil and 

the treatments with pH and exchange capacity. 

Soil /Metals μg g-1 Ni Zn As Cd Pb PO4 pH EC /cm 

Mine waste 5.5 2718 3244 6.3 2413  -  3.2 4.9 ms 

Top soil 6.4 64.7 5.7 0.3 19.8  -  7.6 750 us 

SunGro 1.4 24.1 1.7 0.2 41.6  -  4.3 1.2 ms 

T1 (0%) 4.7 73.3 4.8 0.2 19 397.8 6.9 702.6 us 

T2 (50%) 7.5 2800 1070 4.5 921 21 6.04 2.28ms 

 

 

Table 2. Concentrations of elements in the leaves of arugula with the statistical differences between 

concentrations of each metals in the two treatments. p-values are only for arugula leaves with and without 

sunflower in T2. 

Treatment Plant   Ni μg g-1 Zn μg g-1    As μg g-1    Cd μg g-1   Pb μg g-1  

                     

      Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   

T1 (0%) Arugula   0.4 0.2 283 154 3 1.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 

T2 (50%)     0.4 0.1 889 36 87 0.8 4.6 0.01 11.5 0.1 

T1 (0%) Arugula  with sunflower 1 0.1 509 195 3 33.6 0.6 0.8 0.4 12.1 

T2 (50%)     1.5 0.4 198 25 90 34.5 4.5 0.9 4.9 3.1 

  p-value   0.003   0.0002   0.93   0.9   0.35   

*p ≤  0.05 

 

Table 3. Concentrations of elements in the roots of sunflower with the statistical differences between 

concentrations of each metals in the two treatments. p-values are only for sunflower roots tissues with and 

without sunflower in T2. 

Treatment Plant   Ni μg g-1 Zn μg g-1    As μg g-1    Cd μg g-1   Pb μg g-1  

                     

      Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   Mean ± ��   

T1 (0%) Sunflower    40.7 45.8 67 11.4 1.9 0.1 0.1 0.02 0.5 0.1 

T2 (50%)     73.7 25.2 159.1 15.1 67.1 0.4 1.5 0.01 16.7 0.2 

T1 (0%)  Sunflower with arugula 22.7 26.2 63.1 24.8 1.4 10.9 0.1 0.1 0.3 2.5 

T2 (50%)     83.3 23.4 111.4 30.7 41.1 19.1 1 0.3 10.5 4.3 

  p-value   0.3   0.03   0.03   0.01   0.03  

*p ≤  0.05 
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Table 4. BCF for each metal in the leaves of arugula and the roots in sunflower grown separately and 

together in T2 

  Metal μg g-1  Ni Zn As Cd Pb 

Treatment Plants Tissues μg g-1 μg g-1 μg g-1 μg g-1 μg g-1 

T1 (0%) Arugula  leaves 0.1 3.9 0.7 2.1 0.01 

T2 (50%)  0.1 0.3 0.q 1 0.01 

T1 (0%) Sunflower roots 8.7 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.02 

T2 (50%)   9.9 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.02 
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APPENDIX D  

IMAGES TAKEN DURING THE CONTROLLED GREENHOUSE EXPERIMENT 
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Image 1. Sesame first week 

growth in treatment one (T1). 

In this treatment, mine tailing 

concentration is zero. 

Image 2. Sesame second 

week growth in treatment tow 

(T2). The concentration of 

mine tailing is 25%. The 

growth is well, and the plants 

are not affected. 

 

Image 3. Sesame second 

week growth in T3. The 

number of the plants grown in 

this treatment (75% of mine 

tailing) is less than that of T1 

and T2.   

 

   

Image 4. Sesame plants after 

sixty days in T3. The plants 

produced flowers earlier than 

100 days.   

 

Image 5. Sesame plants after 

ninty dys in T1. Plants 

produced seeds pods after 

ninty days later than that in 

T3.  

Image 6. No growth was in 

T4 (75%). 
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Image 7. Corchorus plants in 

the fourth week in T1 (0% 

mine tailing). The growth of 

the plants seems healthy.  

Image 8. Corchorus plnts in 

T2 (25% mine tailing) in the 

fourth week. 

Image 9. Corchorus plants in 

T3 (50% mine tailing). The 

plants look affected. Leaves 

are black spotted and the 

stems are stunned.  

   

Image 9. SunGro soils that is 

used to mix with top sandy 

soils and mine tailings 

 

Image 10. The random 

distribution of plants pots on 

the station in the greenhouse 

 

Image 11. The catchments of 

water under the stations on 

which the pots are distributed. 

They are used to receive the 

water coming down from the 

pots so the contaminants are 

held not to penetrate to the 

ground 
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Image 12. Large sized emitters from the 

greenhouse release water loaded with lead   

Image 13. Small sized emitters from the 

greenhouse  
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APPENDIX E  

SYNCHROTORN IMAGES FOR SESAME SEEDS IN TREATMENTS TWO AND THREE  
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Figure 1.  Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of longitudinal thin section (<100 µm) of a 

sesame seed embedded in paraffin wax. The seed was grown in the tailings mix with 25% mine 

tailings.  The scale bar indicates 100 µm, each panel shows the indicated element detected by µ-

XRF with the numeric values are the fluorescence intensity scale shown and provides relative 

concentration within each panel. High Ca defines the seed coat with fragments of the coat noted 

in the Ca panel, the two cotyledons in the seed embryo are visible in the Fe, Zn, K, Cu, S, and P 

images, Mn is enriched between the cotyledons.  Arsenic is observed in the seed coat in association 

with Fe, see Fig. 6.b. The As was shown to be As (V) by µ-XANES. The last panel shows a light 

micrograph of the thin-sectioned seed.  
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Figure 2. 3-D correlation plot of fluorescence intensity (µf) Ca, Fe and As for the µ-XRF images 

of sesame seed grown in 25% tailings in figure 1 (n = 93921 pixels).  There is a strong 

correlation between As (µf) and Fe (µf) in “hot=spots” (r2 = 0.899 where As (µf) > 5 and Fe (µf) 

>7, n=538 pixels) and anti-correlations were observed for Ca: As and Ca: Fe.  There are n= 

46717 pixels with 2 < As (µf) < 5 and n = 3805 pixels As (µf) > 5, indicating As is diffusely 

distributed with 8.1% of the total As occurring in “hot-spots” (defined as As (µf) > 5).  
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Figure 3.   Colorized µ-XRF images thin sectioned sesame seed grown in 25% mine tailings 

from Fig. 6.a. The scale bar indicates 100 µm.  Panel A. shows macro nutrients Ca, K, and S in 

red, green, and blue, respectively. Panel B. shows transition metals Zn, Mn, and Cu in red, green, 

and blue, respectively. Panel C. shows As, Fe, and P in red, green, and blue, respectively; the 

numeric values are fluorescence intensity scale. It can be seen in panel C. that where As occurs it 

coexists with Fe, but not all Fe spots contain As. The endosperm is the defined as the S enriched 

region between cotyledons and seed coat at the inner limit of the endosperm and at outer rim of 

the cotyledons Zn is enriched. 
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Figure 4.   Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of longitudinal thin section of a sesame 

seed grown in the tailings mix with 50% mine tailings embedded in parafilm wax.  The scale bar 

indicates 100 µm, each panel shows the indicated element detected by µ-XRF with the numeric 

values showing the fluorescence intensity scale to provide a relative concentration. High Ca 

shows the seed coat, the cotyledons in the seed embryo are visible in the Fe, Zn, K, Cu, S, and P 

images.  Arsenic is observed in the seed coat in association with Fe.  Areas of high correlation 

between As (µf) and Fe (µf) are highlighted with red and yellow rings, and the circled areas of 

high As (µf) and Fe (µf) are plotted in the last panel. The correlation plot panel shows the per 

pixel correlation of As(µf) and Fe(µf) with the highlighted regions in the correlation plot (red and 

yellow) from the corresponding colored circled in the µ-XRF image. The µ-XRF has n= 48866 

pixels, n= 14947 for 2 < As (µf) < 5 and n= 318 for As (µf) > 5, indicating As is diffusely 

distributed with 2.1% of the total As occurring in “hot-spots” (≡ µf > 5). 
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Figure 5.   False color µ-XRF images thin sectioned sesame seed grown in 50% mine tailings 

from Fig. 4. The scale bar indicates 100 µm. K, Ca, and Zn are shown in red, green, and blue, 

respectively; the numeric values are fluorescence intensity scale. The internal structures of the 

seed embryo and seed coat can be seen, but the endosperm does not accumulate macro- or micro-

nutrients or transition metals. The out rim of the cotyledons are enriched in Zn and the seed coat 

is composed primarily of C (Z elements < Si not analyzed). 
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Figure 6.   Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of an intact (i.e. not thin sectioned) sesame 

seed grown in 50% mine tailings.  The scale bar indicates 100 µm, each panel shows the location 

and relative abundance of each element indicated, the numeric values are the fluorescence 

intensity (µf) scale to provide a relative concentration. High Ca is observed in the seed coat, high 

Zn intensity is observed in the lower portion of the seed and indicates the micropylar end. 

Arsenic is observed in two 3-4 µm spots and associated with Fe. The final panel shows Ca, Fe, 

and Zn in red, green and blue respectively, with Fe (green) enrichment in the region between the 

cotyledons and micropylar end. 
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Figure 7.   Micro x-ray fluorescence (µ-XRF) image of longitudinal thin-section of a sesame 

seed coat (internal seed removed) grown in the tailings mix with 50% mine tailings embedded in 

paraffin wax.  The scale bar in panel A) indicates 90 µm, and in B-E the scale bar is 80 µm.  

Each panel shows the indicated element (B. = Ca, C. = Zn, D. = Fe, and E. = As) detected by µ-

XRF with the numeric values showing the fluorescence intensity scale. The seed coat has high 

Ca, but also shows As in association with Fe (58.8% of As co-located with Fe), and As: Fe “hot-

spots” accounting 11.8% of the As in the seed coat. 
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Figure 8. µ-XRF image of thin sectioned sesame seed coat grown in 50% mine tailings from 

Fig. 7, scale bar is 80 µm. The seed coat has high Ca (blue), and there are spots of Fe (green) but 

As (red) is generally in association with Fe (As+ Fe = yellow).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


